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I. INTRODUCTION

What type of entity is best for running a business? Lawyers who counsel
business clients know that there is no one "right" entity. Operating as a
proprietorship, as a partnership, or as a corporation all may make sense, each for
the appropriate business reason. The fiduciary relationship between associates,
for example, may suggest that a partnership is the best way for a particular client
to engage in business, while the insulation of an entrepreneur from her business'
liabilities may dictate use of a corporation.
Federal income taxation also affects choice of entity. For example, a "C"
corporation is taxed separately from its shareholders.' "Imposition" of tax on
the corporation's income "twice"-once in its hands and again when it is
distributed to its shareholders-is more onerous than a tax imposed solely on the
owners of a business. But if the shareholders can afford to have the corporation
accumulate its earnings or, alternatively, to have the corporation deduct payments
it makes to them, then the tax is diminished to the point that doing business as
a Ccorporation becomes attractive.2 Entrepreneurs may want to draw down all

I. See I.R.C. §§ 11 (corporate tax), 1 (1997) (tax on individual shareholders).
2. See infra Section liA.
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ofthe business' profits, or to allocate income of the business differently from its
deductions. Inthese cases, doing business as a partnership, or perhaps as an "S"
corporation, becomes more attractive.
Thus, how to do business compels an entrepreneur and her attorney to
consider both the tax and the non-tax business consequences that flow from the
choice. While basic patterns exist, each situation deserves particular consideration. Each entrepreneur has her own needs, and so each entrepreneur's solution
must be shaped by her concerns.
In many ways, federal tax law affirms existing business practices, 4 at least

where such practices do not lead to the perceived avoidance of tax.' Recently,
for example, the federal income tax characterizationof entities was simplified by

the Internal Revenue Service's publication of Notice 95-14 and accompanying
regulations promulgated under Internal Revenue Code Section 7701.6 With
these two pronouncements, the Service permitted unincorporated businesses to
elect the form in which they chose to be taxed. Before the Notice's issuance,
businesses were required to meet relatively formal requirements in order to be
taxed as doing business in a particular form.7 The Notice and regulations,
however, permitted unincorporated businesses to choose much more readily how
they will be taxed. A business need only comply with the Notice or regulations-essentially check the appropriate box on its tax return-and not comply
with former, more formal, requirements-in order to be taxed in a particular
manner. Some of the origin of this change in choice of entity lay in the
increased popularity of limited liability companies.8
Another longer-standing example of tax law following business practices is
the fairly ubiquitous policy that mere changes in the form of doing business are
not taxed. For example, an entrepreneur who wants to convert her proprietorship
into a corporation should be able to do so without being taxed in the conversion.9 These changes are not taxed because gain or loss-whatever appreciation
or depreciation is inherent in the business' assets since the business acquired

3.

See I.R.C. §§ 701 (partners, not partnership, taxed), 704 (partners' distributive share of

items of partnership income, deductions, etc.), 1363 (shareholders, not S corporation taxed), 1366
(pass-through of corporation's items of income, deductions, etc., to shareholders) (1997).
4. For example, a corporation makes distributions to its shareholders under state law. See,
e.g., 805 III. Comp. Stats., 5/9.10 (West 1997). Corporate tax law has assumed aconsistent position,
generally taxing shareholders only as dividends are distributed to them by Ccorporations. See I.R.C.
§ 301(c) (1997).
5. For example, acorporation's "unreasonable" retention of profits--one that minimizes the
overall federal income tax imposed on the corporation and its shareholders-is thwarted by the
accumulated earnings and the personal holding company taxes. See I.R.C. §§ 531-537 (accumulated
earnings tax), 541-547 (1997) (personal holding company tax). See also Infra Section IliA and Table
I (discusses and illustrates benefits of C corporation's retaining of its profits).
6. I.R.S. Notice 95-14, 1995-1 C.B. 297; Treas. Reg. §§ 301.7701-1 to -3 (as amended in
1996).
7. See infra Section IV.B.2.
8. Sec Preamble to Prop. Treas. Reg. § 301.7701, 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996).
9. See infra Section IV.C.2.a.
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them, or in the owner's equity in the business---"realized" in the transaction is
not "recognized."' 0 And, in turn, this nonrecognition means that the gain or
loss is not currently taxed and, probably; will not be taxed until the new entity
sells the old business' properties or the owner sells her interest in the business.
Thus, a proprietor may incorporate her business without recognizing gain or loss,
despite the fact that the immediate sale of the same assets would be taxed, even
if they would then be used to start an identical business." The same is true of
transfers into partnerships.
Some dramatic shifts in doing business are taxed, the most notable of which
is terminating the business. Because there may be no further chance to tax the
business, termination becomes a taxable event. The business is transformed, and
because the transformation encompasses the possible cessation of the business,
taxation becomes imperative.'
Are "mid-life" changes in a business more like the organization or the
termination of the business; in other words, should they escape, or be subjected
to, tax? They resemble organizing a business because mid-life changes tend to
escape taxation. One striking exception to this statement is the change from
doing business as a corporation to either doing business as a partnership or to
doing business as a proprietorship. The transformation of a corporation into a
partnership gains special significance because S corporations have been and
should continue to be converted into limited liability companies ("LLCs"). For
tax purposes, such a conversion leads from doing business as a corporation to
doing business as a partnership. The relative inflexibility of an S corporation
and the relative flexibility of an LLC make these conversions likely, such that
avoiding tax on such conversions will become more important as time passes. 3
This article proposes that the Code be amended to permit the tax-free
conversion ofcorporations into partnerships, more fully completing the circle not

10. See I.R.C. § 1001 (1997) (gain or loss realized usually isrecognized, unless a nonrecognition provision applies).
i. See infra Section IV.C.2.a; I.R.C. §§ 1001(a), (c) (sale or other disposition leads to
realization and recognition, usually, of gain or loss); 351 (transfer of property to controlled
corporation does not lead to recognition of realized gain or loss); 721 (transfer of property to
partnership does not lead to recognition of realized gain or loss) (1997).
12. This pattern can be discerned in I.R.C. §§ 331, which taxes shareholders, and 336 (1997),
which taxes corporations that distribute property, when a corporation liquidates. Taxation of a
partnership's termination is more complex, but the same point can still be made. If a partner's
interest in a partnership isliquidated, the distribution made in liquidation is taxed under Section 736.
If the partnership terminates, then the distribution is taxed under Sections 731-733, discussed infra
Section III.D.,
still leads to taxation, either during the distribution itself or when the partner sells
property she receives in the distribution. Should a proprietorship terminate, the proprietor will be
taxed if and as she disposes of the assets associated with the proprietorship under Section 1001, supra
note II.
13. See. e.g., Susan Pace Hamill, The Limited Liability Company: A Catalyst Exposing the

CorporateIntegrationQuestion, 95 Mich. L. Rev. 393, 395 (1996) (increased use of LLCs since
publication of Rev. Rul. 88-76, 1988-2 C.B. 360, in which a Wyoming LLC was treated as a
partnership for federal income tax purposes).
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yet closed, of not taxing transformations in ongoing businesses. The current
analogy of such transformations to a corporation's liquidation is fallacious, and
subverts the policy otherwise advanced by the Code that business transformations
not be taxed. Modest proposals have been made along these lines, but are not
as broad as or as thorough as the one made in this article; those proposals also
will be discussed. This article also examines consequences flowing from
implementing such a proposal, and concludes that the proposed change could fit
easily into tax principles already in place. This article does not examine the
conversion of a corporation into a proprietorship. It seems likely, however, that
similar considerations would prevail whether a corporation converts into an
LLC/partnership or proprietorship, save only unique questions raised by the
partnership form of doing business. The popularity of LLCs dictates review of
corporate conversions into partnerships.
This article specifically proposes that nonrecognition be granted to the
transaction in which a corporation converts into a partnership, most probably by
defining that event as the corporation's transferring its assets to the partnership
and terminating or merging into the partnership. Only in the limited circumstance that a C corporation converts into a partnership could an argument be
made that the corporation's "built-in gain," which may be taxed now even after
a C corporation converts into an S corporation, be taxed when the conversion
instead is into a partnership.
Consequences would flow from rendering this conversion into a nonrecognition event. Contributions to the partnership would not be any more taxable than
they are under current partnership tax law. Profits from the converted enterprise
would already have been taxed. To the extent that they were not, however, some
method comparable to taxing a C corporation's untaxed profits as it converts into
an S corporation should be adopted. Debt that accompanies the old enterprise
into the partnership would be treated as it is under partnership tax law, either as
recourse or nonrecourse debt, and clearly, as nonrecourse debt if the new
enterprise is an LLC.
The road map of the remainder of this article is best approached in reverse
order of the actual discussion. The article proposes how the Code should be
amended to render the conversion of corporations into partnerships into a
nontaxable event. Specifically, these conversions should become nonrecognition
events. If the Code were so amended, its present structure would accommodate
many of the tax consequences flowing from the change. This proposal can best
be understood only within the context of how other business transformations are
taxed, and so a summary of the taxation of these other business transformations
precedes discussion of the proposal. To the author, granting nonrecognition to
corporation-to-partnership conversions more fully closes the circle extended to
other nonliquidating transformations. In other words, the structure of other
pertinent segments of the Code dictates extending nonrecognition to this last midlife transformation. Taxation of transformations can best be understood by
examining the different types of entities; thus, why a certain entity may be
attractive for particular business and tax reasons is discussed first.
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Thus, the remaining sections of this article discuss the different types of
entities, how business transformations presently are taxed, and a proposal for not
taxing the conversion of corporations into partnerships.
II. THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF ENTITIES AND REASONS FOR SELECTING THEM
A. Introduction
An entrepreneur can choose to conduct business in several different ways;
e.g., as a corporation, partnership, or LLC. One of the marvels of modem
business law is the increased flexibility of business organizations. Assuming, for
example, that the absence of an entrepreneur's limited liability is a traditional
hallmark of doing business as a partnership, business may be done through a
partnership-a limited partnership-which limits the liability ofsome (but not all)
partners. Or, if centralizedmanagement, as manifested through governance of the
business by a board of directors, reveals the presence of a corporation, business
may be done in a corporation without centralized management-a close
corporation. 4
All forms of doing business are grounded in state law. For example, the
laws-indeed, the statutory laws--of Illinois, prescribe how a corporation is
formed, its owners' rights and obligations, etc.; other statutes bestow life on other
forms ofdoing business, such as partnerships and LLCs. (This article uses Illinois
law as a guide to those entities; it merely represents what is commonly available
in otherjurisdictions.) It would be glib, and wrong, to suggest that choices among
these entities can be divorced from how they are taxed under federal income tax
law; the Illinois statutes necessarily cannot address the federal taxation of the
various types of entities, but these tax consequences must be considered each time
the form of an entity is selected. Both laws' effects must be examined.
The link between state and federal law notwithstanding, this section of the
article focuses solely on the state law advantages and disadvantages of doing
business in a particular form, and the following section addresses the federal
income tax consequences of the choice of entity.
B. Different Forms ofDoing Business
Several entities are available to someone wishing to conduct business. For
example, aperson about to engage in business can organize a corporation, under
the Business Corporation Act of 1983" A corporation is organized by the
corporation's incorporators by filing articles of incorporation with the Secretary

14. For the traditional hallmarks of a corporation and a partnership, as well as discussion of
limited partnerships and close corporations, see infra Section II.B.
15. 805 III. Comp. Stat. 5/9.10 (West 1997). See generally Model Business Corporation Act
(3d ed. 1984), and commentary and other auxiliary material contained within the Model Act.
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of State, who then issues a certificate of incorporation.'" Once a corporation
is organized, it usually has a perpetual life."
Broad latitude is given to the corporation to issue its stock, which
may be common or preferred. A corporation's ability to issue a variety
of stock, as well as to borrow money, is often why it is perceived as
being able to sustain a sophisticated capital structure.' For example, if
an impoverished entrepreneur can persuade a wealthy relative to invest in
her corporation, the corporation could issue preferred stock to the relative,
with a higher and more secure dividend or payment at dissolution, and
without the right to vote. The corporation could issue common stock to
the entrepreneur which, in turn, could lead to a less secure dividend or
payment at dissolution, but which possesses the right to vote and to share
more fully in the corporation's hoped-for growth.
The liability of the corporation's shareholders is limited to paying "full
consideration" for the stock. 9 Furthermore, should the corporation borrow, or
perhaps even become insolvent, the shareholders might not be paid dividends,
which only can be paid if the corporation is not rendered insolvent and the
payment does not lead the corporation to have net assets less than the amount
payable to preferred shareholders upon liquidation.20 When a corporation
dissolves, its creditors are paid before its shareholders, and its preferred
shareholders typically are paid before its common shareholders." Especially
when contrasted with partnerships, which require the partners to be personally
responsible for the partnership's debts, the limited liability of a corporation's
shareholders becomes attractive. While the statutes are silent, distributions must
be equal among shareholders. In other words, the same dividend (or distribution
in dissolution of the corporation) must be paid on each share of a class of stock.
If two shareholders each own ten shares of a corporation's common stock and
$100 is paid to one of these shareholders with respect to her stock, then $100
also must be paid to the other shareholder. 2
Owners of stock that possess the right to vote ordinarily vote to elect people
to the corporation's board of directors or on major corporate acts, such as their
corporation's merger into another corporation or dissolution of the corporation.'

16.
17.

805 III. Comp. Stat. 5/2.05, 2.10, 2.15 (West 1997).
See id. § 2.10(d).

18. See generally David R. Herwitz, Allocation of Stock Between Services and Capital in the
Organization ofa Close Corporation, 75 Harv. L. Rev. 1098 (1962).
19. See 805 Ill.
Comp. Stat. 5/6.40 (West 1997).
20. See id.§ 9.10.
21. See id. § 12.30.
22. See generally Harry G. Henn & John R. Alexander, Laws of Corporations § 324 (3d ed.
1983).
23. See, e.g., 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/7.40 (cumulative or straight voting of shares to elect
directors); §§ 7.85 (vote required for certain business combinations), 11.20 (same for merger,
consolidation, or share exchange), 12.15 (vote on dissolution) (West 1997). See also §§ 2A.05-2A.60
(corporation may be close corporation, the primary benefit of which is to operate without directors).
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The shareholders' ability to vote notwithstanding, the power and authority to run
the business vests in the directors.2"
An entrepreneur also can engage in business through a partnership
under the Illinois Uniform Partnership Act.2 5 A general partnership is
less formal than a corporation, and arises when "two or more persons"
associate "to carry on as co-owners a business for profit."2" Once two
or more persons have formed a partnership, each "partner is an agent of
the partnership for the purpose of its business, and the act of every
partner... binds the partnership."27 Furthermore, the partnership is liable
for the acts of a partner so that, for example, if a partner incurs a debt
in behalf of the partnership or injures a third party while engaging in
partnership business, the partnership will be liable for the resulting debt
the same as the partner would have been.28 In turn, the partners are
jointly and severally liable for the obligations of a partner for which the
partnership is liable, as well as for the partnership's other debts and
obligations.29 A partner's property rights in a partnership include her
right to participate in the management of the partnership." A partnership
can be dissolved very easily; e.g., by the death or bankruptcy of a
partner and, more generally, when a partner ceases "to be associated in
the carrying on ...of the business" of the partnership.3 A person may
not become a member of a partnership without the consent of all of the
partners; n thus, interests in a partnership are not freely transferable.
Unlike two equal shareholders, who each must receive equivalent
distributions with respect to their stock, two equal partners may receive
33
different distributions with respect to their partnership interests.
Much of what distinguishes a partnership from a corporation may be
understood by contrasting the two types of entities. For example, the unlimited
liability of a partner for the partnership's debts, the relatively limited life of a
partnership, the diffusion of management in a partnership, and the inability to
freely transfer partnership interests all become more apparent when contrasted
with a corporation. 4

24.
25.
1994).
26.

27.

See id.§ 8.05.
805 Ill.
Comp. Stat. 205/I (West 1997). See generally Uniform Partnership Act (1914 &
805 III. Comp. Stat. 205/6(l) (West 1997).

Id. § 9(l).

28. See id. § 13.
29. Se- id. § 15.
30. See id. § 24.
31. See id.§§ 31, 29.
32. See id. § 18(g).
33. See id.§ 18 ("rights ...of partners ... shall be determined, subject to any agreement
between them ....). See also § 26 (partner's partnership interest includes her share of profits).
34. Illinois also permits business to be conducted through alimited partnership. 805 Ill. Comp.
210/100-210/1205 (West 1997) (Illinois Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act).
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Illinois also permits business to be conducted through a limited liability
company under the Limited Liability Company Act." As with a corporation,
an LLC is formed by filing a formal document, the articles of organization, with
the Secretary of State." Somewhat like a corporation, and somewhat like a
partnership, LLCs have members, and those members share in the management
of the LLC; they may, however, elect to vest control in managers." As in a
partnership, unanimous consent ordinarily is required to admit new members to
an LLC. 38 Also as in a partnership, members of an LLC may allocate profits
and losses as they wish; absent a contrary agreement, however, allocation
will be according to the book value of the member's membership interest
in the LLC. 9 Unlike the partnership provisions, the liability of a
member of an LLC for the LLC's obligations is limited to her investment
in the LLC.
III. FEDERAL INCOME TAX CONSEQUENCES OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF
ENTITIES: TAXING PROFITS, DISTRIBUTIONS, AND LIQUIDATIONS

A. Introduction
Taxation of business transformations cannot be understood without also
understanding the taxation ofbusinesses as they make a profit, make distributions
to their owners, and as they liquidate. These are the paradigms for taxing a
business. If the transformation of a business is to be taxed, these modes of
taxation become important for understanding how to impose a tax.
Basic topographical landmarks sketch the federal income taxation ofbusiness
entities. For example, the three ways in which gross income can be taxed are as
ordinary income, capital gain, or not at all. This triptych prevails, regardless of
the entity being scrutinized. Through early 1997, the maximum rates imposed
on these types of income, if the taxpayer was an individual, were 39.6% on
ordinary income, 28% on capital gain, and 0% on excluded income or unrecognized gain.4 The maximum rates imposed on these types of income, if the

35. 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. 180/1 (West 1997). Illinois also permits business to be done as a
limited liability partnership. See id. §§ 6 (partnership defined 'to include a limited liability
partnership), 8.1 (definition of an LLP).
36. See id. §§ 5-1, 5-5.
37. See . § 15-1.
§ 10-1. See also Id. §30-S (when assignment ismade without unanimous consent,
38. See id.
assignee ordinarily has no right to participate in LLC's management or to become a member).
§ 20-15 (similar rules for sharing in distributions).
39. See id. § 20-10. See also id.
40. See 1.R.C. §§ I(a)-(e) (ordinary income), I(h) (capital gain) (1997). See, e.g., § 351(a)
(transferor of property to controlled corporation does not recognize gain or loss).
The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 wrought substantial changes on individuals' capital gains. The
maximum rate on sales after May 6, 1997 may be no more than 20% and, ultimately, the maximum
rate may be no more than 18%. Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-34, 11I Stat. 789
(1997).
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taxpayer is a corporation, are 35% if the income is ordinary income or capital
gain, and 0% if the item is excluded income or unrecognized gain; rates on
capital gain have since been reduced."'. Because the rates differ on each type
of income, characterization of income is very important.
For example, all three types of income are reflected in the way property

received by a shareholder from a corporation is taxed to her under Section
301(c). This section treats distributions from a C corporation to a shareholder

with respect to her stock as a dividend (ordinary income), a return of basis
(exclusion from income), or income from the sale or exchange of property
(capital gain). 2 While an individual shareholder would prefer receiving capital
gain to a dividend in order to reduce her tax, a corporate shareholder would

prefer receiving a dividend to capital gain in order to reduce tax because a
dividend is taxed to a corporation at a lower rate than capital gain.43

Furthermore, a "double tax" is often said to be imposed on C corporations
because the profits are taxed to the corporation when earned and again taxed to

the shareholders when distributed to them. Thus, the double tax is a reason to
avoid doing business as a C corporation. While it is not entirely accurate to
suggest that taxpayers should always avoid doing business as a C corporation,
this statement highlights the tax stakes involved in the choice of an entity. A
44
maximum 35% tax is currently imposed on a corporation's taxable income.

The differential between this maximum corporate tax rate-350/--and the
maximum tax imposed on a corporation's shareholder, such as an individual-39.6%-leads to one of two results. On the one hand, if the entrepreneur
does business through a C corporation and has the corporation distribute all of
its income to her, doing business through the corporation will lead to more tax
than doing business outside of a corporation. On the other hand, however, if the
entrepreneur does business through a C corporation but has the corporation

Nor is the current complexity of the capital gains tax the only complexity that has ever visited the
area. For a brief history of this area, see generally Boris 1. Bittker & Lawrence Lokken, Federal
Taxation of Income, Estates and Gifts IM 50.1, 50.2.3, 50.3.1 (2d ed. 1990).
41. See I.R.C. §§ II (ordinary income), 1201 (capital gain) (1997) and, for example, the
nonrecognition provision noted in the prior note.
42. See I.R.C. §301(c) (1997) (reflects all three types of income, respectively, in §§ 301 (cX f),
301(c)(2), and 301(c)(3)). See also United States v. Generes, 405 U.S. 93, 92 S. Ct. 827, reh'g
denied, 405 U.S. 1033, 92 S. Ct. 1274 (1972) (indicates the difficulty most taxpayers have in
characterizing stock as anything other than acapital asset; therefore, if taxpayer holds stock as capitalasset, I.R.C. § 301(c)(3) probably leads to capital gain or loss).
43. Corporations are currently allowed to deduct 70% of the dividends they receive from other
corporations under Section 243, so that the maximum tax on an intercompany dividend is 10.5%,
while the maximum tax on corporate capital gains is 35%. Compare I.R.C. § 243 (1997) (dividends
received deduction) with § 1201 (1997) (maximum 35% tax on a corporation's capital gain). If a
corporation received a $100 distribution subject to Section 243, it would deduct $70 of the
distribution and, even if it paid the maximum Section I I tax on its $30 of taxable income ($100
distribution-S70 deduction), it would pay only $10.50 of tax ($30 x 35%).
44. See I.R.C. § I I (1997). See also id. § I I(b)(1) (additional 3% or 5% tax imposed on
corporation's taxable income in certain cases).
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refrain from distributing its income to her, doing business through the corpora-

tion will lead to less tax than doing business without a corporation.",
These results can be illustrated with the following table, which contrasts a
business done outside the confines of a C corporation and one operated as a C
corporation. In the former case, a proprietorship, S corporation, or partnership
(whether or not it is an LLC) would all lead to the same tax result. The only
difference between the two modes of taxation is the form of doing business; i.e.,
as a C corporation or not as a C corporation. Table I illustrates extreme
situations; it assumes, for example, that the maximum marginal tax rates apply,
which will probably not be the case. But such extremities highlight the federal
income tax differences between doing business as a corporation and not doing
business as a corporation.
Table 1
Z corporation
Business taxable
income
-4

11 cororate tax

after-tax income
-§ 1 tax

after-tax income

Business is not C corporation
$1,000
-$

$1,000

-$ 396

$ 604

Business is C corporation
$1,000
-$ 350

$ 650

-

5

$ 393

If the corporation distributes all of its income, then a double tax is indeed
imposed on the corporation's income and the shareholder will be $211
poorer-$393 after-Section 1 tax as opposed to $604 after-Section 1 tax-for
having done business in the corporate form than for doing it in any other form.
If, however, the corporation retains its earnings because, for example, the
shareholder has enough other income to avoid compelling the corporation to
distribute its income, then not only is the second shareholder-level tax not

45. That the corporation's retention of its profits can diminish overall tax has led Congress to
enact provisions that compel the corporation to disgorge these profits. The two most notable
provisions are the accumulated earnings tax and the personal holding company tax. See generally
Jeffrey L. Kwall, Subchapter G ofthe Internal Revenue Code: Crusade Without a Cause?, 5 Va.
Tax Rev. 223 (1985) (reviews both taxes).
Retention of profits also will lead to increased value of stock of the corporation when the
corporation is liquidated or its stock or assets are sold. A shareholder will receive capital gain when
she has the corporation liquidated or sells her stock. See I.R.C. §§ 331, 1221 (1997). A corporation
will probably have a mixture of ordinary income or capital gain when it sells its assets, depending
on whether it holds a particular asset as a capital asset or not. See id. § 1221; Williams v.
McGowan, 152 F.2d 570 (2d Cir. 1945) (sale of partnership fragmented into sale of capital assets
and other assets).
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imposed, but she is $46 richer-$650 after-Section 11 tax income as opposed to
$604 after-Section I tax income-for having done business as a C corporation.
The rates for entities that are not C corporations are also reflected in the income
taxed to owners of businesses that are S corporations and partnerships. The
business' income is not taxed if it is one of these two entities, and so it is taxed
only to the business' owners. In the above example, the after-tax income would
be $604.
The following portions of Section III of this article explain how profits
earned by different entities are taxed and how liquidations of these entities are
taxed. While all three types of entities-C corporations, S corporations, and
partnerships-are discussed, they might be more easily understood as two more
general types of entities-C corporations, and then the other two entities.
Distinct, different schemes govern S corporations and partnerships, but they
conceptually share the same base because both are "pass-through entities"; i.e.,
businesses that are not taxed but whose owners are.
Several reasons exist for the ensuing discussion of the taxation of profits,
distributions, and liquidations. This analysis helps one to understand the tax
reasons for which different entities are chosen and to explain how business
transformations are taxed if nonrecognition is not available. Because the article
proposes amending the Code to permit corporations to be transformed into
partnerships without the recognition of gain or loss, this explanation also
describes the framework into which such nonrecognition would fit. It cannot be
underscored strongly enough that taxation of these entities are complex subjects,
and that the following review only skims the surface, analyzing only what is
necessary to further the understanding of the proposal advanced by this article."'
B. Taxing a C Corporation
1. Taxing a C Corporation's Profits
Unlike all other business entities, a C corporation is a taxpayer and is taxable
on its profits. Other entities have significance for federal income tax purposes,

46. See generallyBoris i. Bittker & James S.Eustice, Federal Income Taxation ofCorporations
and Shareholders (6th ed. 1994) (discusses taxation of C and S corporations); James S. Eustice &
Joel D. Kuntz, Federal Income Taxation of S Corporations (3d ed. 1993) (discusses taxation of S
corporations); William S. McKee et al., Federal Taxation of Partnerships and Partners (3d ed. 1997)
(discusses taxation of partnerships).
Possible alternatives to the current taxation of pass-through entities, for example, S corporations
and partnerships, are explored in American Law Institute, Federal Income Taxation Project: Taxation
of Pass-Through Entities, Memoranda Nos. 1, 2 (1995, 1996).
Shortly after I received galleys for this article, I also received the ALI's third memorandum on
pass-through entities, Tax Advisory Group Draft No. 22 (1998). It addresses conversion from one
type of entity into another more than the earlier memoranda and, in some cases, would treat the
conversions as liquidations. I would like to acknowledge the draft, but cannot comment on it at this
late date other than to note its publication and to urge readers to consider it.
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in the
but none of them are taxed. A C corporation's profits are also taxed
7
hands of their owners, but only when these profits are distributed.
Once the corporation's profits are taxed to it under Section 11, it may or
may not distribute those profits-less the tax it paid on them-to its shareholders. The consequence of this distribution is described by the right-hand column
in Table 1. After tax, the corporation's profits available for distribution amount
to $650. What happens then? Since 1913, "dividends" have been taxed."
And, since 1916, dividends have been defined as any distribution out of a
corporation's earnings and profits. 9 Section 301 is the lynchpin to answering
this question, because Section 301 taxes shareholders on a "distribution,"
including a dividend. Without a distribution, there is no shareholder tax. Thus,
if the $650 is not distributed, the shareholders are not taxed on it. If it is
distributed, they probably are taxed on it because the corporation probably has
earnings and profits, so that the distribution is a dividend. The intent of this
scheme is to preserve the nature of the corporation's profits when they are placed
in the shareholders' hands and, because the profits continue to be profits, to tax
them as such when they have been received by the shareholders.
More specifically, Section 301(c)(1) taxes a shareholder on a distribution
which is a "dividend." In turn, Section 316 defines a dividend as a distribution
of property made from the corporation's "earnings and profits," whether the
earnings and profits have been earned in the taxable year when the distribution
is made or accumulated in an earlier year." The device found in the Code to
distinguish the distribution of profits-and profits are always taxed under the
Code-and other distributions-which may not be taxed because they are not
profits-are earnings and profits."'

47. The statutes under which aC corporation and its shareholders are taxed include I.R.C. §§
1I, 301, 312, 316 (1997). See generally Bittker & Eustice, supra note 46, at Chs. 5 (taxation of C
corporation) and 8 (taxation of shareholders); Daniel M. Schneider, Taxation of Dividends and
Corporate Distributions Chs. 4, 7 (1994) (same).
Other entities may be taxed in discrete circumstances. See, e.g., 1.R.C. §§ 1374, 1375, 1363(d)
(1997) (taxes imposed on S corporation and not its shareholders). And S corporations and
partnerships do have independent significance for tax purposes, even though they are not generally
taxed. For e:ample, they must make certain elections and calculate their taxable income. See I.R.C.
§§ 1363(cXl), 703(b) (elections, respectively, by Scorporations and partnerships), 1363(b), 703(a)
(taxable income, respectively, of S corporations and partnerships) (1997).
48. Tariff Act of 1913, ch. 16, § 11B, 38 Stat. 114, 167 (1913).
49. Revenue Act of 1916, ch. 463, § 2(a), 39 Stat. 756, 757 (1916). See generally Schneider,
supra note 47, at 1 4.02.
50. The seminal article regarding earnings and profits is Harry J. Rudick. "Dividends" and
"Earningsor Profits" Under the Income Tax Law: Corporate Non-Liquidating Distributions, 89 U.
Pa. L. Rev. 865 (1941). Another important older article is William D. Andrews, "Out of Its
Earnings and Profits": Some Reflections on the Taxation of Dividends, 69 Harv. L. Rev. 1403
(1956). More currently, see generally James M. Lynch, Taxing Major Corporate Distributions (Not
Involving Changes in Control), 71 Taxes 811 (1993).
51. As stated in Luckman v. Commissioner:
As [the term "earnings and profits" is] used in federal taxation, this concept represents an
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Once a corporation has distributed property to a shareholder, she is taxed
under Section 301(c). As noted above, the distribution can be taxed in one of
three manners, as a dividend, a return of basis, or a capital gain. 2 Taxation of
distributions can be illustrated with the following example.
Example 1. Taxpayer A invested $1,000 in Corporation X in 1994.
During that year, X had earnings and profits of $600. Assuming that X
has no earnings and profits during 1995, if X distributes $500 to A in
1995, A has a $500 dividend; if X distributes $750, A has a $600
dividend and a $150 return of basis; if X distributes $1,625, then A has
a $600 dividend, a $I,000 return of basis, and $25 of capital gain.
Returning to Table 1, it is apparent that doing business as a C corporation
is more expensive-by about twenty-one percentage points"-than not doing
business in that manner, ifthe business, distributes all of its after-tax taxable
income to its shareholders. If a corporation does not distribute that income,
however, doing business as a Ccorporation is actually less costly-by about five
percentage points 5 -- than not doing business as a C corporation.
Why do business in a C corporation if the shareholders demand the
distribution of profits to them? The greater tax imposed upon C corporations
that distribute their profits has led to numerous proposals to "integrate" the
corporate and shareholder taxes on income so that only one tax is imposed."
Until integration becomes the law, however, it would appear to be less costly to

attempt to separate those corporate distributions with respect to stock which represent
returns ofcapital contributed by the stockholders from those distributions which represent

gain derived from the initial investment by virtue of the conduct of business. The crucial
issue is whether a given transaction has a real effect upon the portion of corporate net

worth which isnot representative ofcontributed capital and which results from its conduct
of business. In order to make this determination it is necessary to scrutinize the economic
effects of the particular transaction as well as its character and relationship to the
corporate business.

418 F.2d 381, 383 (7th Cir. 1969). Earnings and profits are calculated under I.R.C. § 312 (1997),
by modifying the corporation's taxable income. See also Rudick, supra note 50, at 879-80.
52. See supra text accompanying note 42.
53. $604 after-tax income in non-C corporate business v. $393 after-tax income in C
corporation (60.4% v. 39.3%).
54. $650 after-tax income in C corporation v. $604 after-tax income in non-C corporate
business (65% v. 60.4%).
55. The two primary proposals either exclude from a shareholder's income dividends upon
which the corporation has already paid tax or credit a shareholder with the tax paid respect to
dividends paid to her. See generally Treasury Department, Integration of the Individual and
Corporate Tax Systems: Taxing Business Income Once (1992) (exclusion model); ALl, Federal
Income Tax Project, Integration of the Individual and Corporate Income Taxes, Reporter's Study of
Corporate Tax Integration (1993) (credit model); Bittker & Eustice, supra note 46, 1.08 (discusses
integration proposals); Schneider, supra note 47, 1.03 (same); Colloquium on Corporate Integration,
47 Tax L. Rev. 427-723 (Spring 1992).
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do business as an S corporation or as a partnership, as is explained below, 6
than as a C corporation.
Doing business as a C corporation, however, need not be costly. First, if the
corporation does not distribute its profits, the second shareholder-level tax is not
imposed." Even if profits must be distributed to the corporation's shareholders,
tax can still be minimized. For example, if the C corporation's taxable income
in Table 1 were $0, then no corporate tax would be imposed under Section 11
and the shareholder's taxable income would be $604, the same as if she had not
done business as a C corporation, because no corporate-level tax has been
imposed. While a corporation's profits and, therefore, its income cannot be
negated, its deductions might be increased. A corporation cannot deduct
dividends paid to shareholders, but it can deduct other expenses if the Code
allows the expense as a deduction. Thus, taxpayers and their lawyers have spent
substantial energy trying to characterize corporate payments made to shareholders as deductible expenses, most notably salary to shareholders who also are
corporate employees, interest on loans from the shareholders to the corporation,
or rent on property owned by shareholders and leased to the corporation. In
turn, the Internal Revenue Service has resisted the corporation's deduction of
such expenses, characterizing these payments instead as "constructive dividends.""s
Even if a corporation can avoid characterization of payments to its
shareholders as constructive dividends, it is still difficult to completely negate the
double tax imposed on the income of C corporations. Deductions may not be
stretched to match exactly the amount of the corporation's taxable income. At
best, a corporation may only approximate its deductions and its gross income.
Until corporate and shareholder taxes are integrated, if ever, taxpayers will resort
to other forms of business in order to minimize tax. Of course, business reasons
also may compel taxpayers to do business as an S corporation or as a partnership.
2. Taxing a C Corporation's Distributions and Liquidation
Both during the course of its life and when it terminates, a corporation may
distribute property instead of cash. Whether it distributes property in liquidation
or not, it is taxed on the distribution because that distribution also comprises its
"disposition" of property under Section 1001. Distributions and liquidations are
not inevitably entwined, but they both contrast with the taxation of a corporation's profits. Therefore, both are discussed below.

56. See infra Section IlI.C, 1I1D.
57. A corporation's accumulation of its profits may be subjected to one of two penalty taxes,
the accumulated profits tax and the personal holding company tax. See supra note 45.
58. See, e.g., Charles Schneider & Co. v. Commissioner, 500 F.2d 148 (8th Cir. 1974), cerl.
denied, 420 U.S. 908, 95 S. Ct. 826 (1975) (contingent compensation treated as constructive
dividend); Charles McCandless Tile Serv. v. United States, 422 F.2d 1336 (Cl. Ct. 1970)
(compensation treated as constructive dividend). See generally Schneider, supra note 47, 5.05.
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The normal course of a C corporation's life, that its profits are taxed to it
and again, as it distributes these profits-or, more specifically, its earnings and
profits-to its shareholders, is disrupted when it liquidates.5 9 Assuming that it
has not distributed all of its profits to'its shareholders before this termination of
business, what happens? Several theoretical possibilities present themselves,
ranging from somehow taxing the as-of-yet undistributed earnings and profits to
the shareholders as ordinary income, to taxing the shareholders and completely
ignoring these earnings and profits. The former would result in ordinary income,
and the latter approach in capital gain. The former approach analogizes the
liquidation to a distribution, albeit now a final one, of the retained profits not yet
taxed to the shareholders, while the other likens the transaction to a sale of stock,
in which case, of course, the taxpayer would obtain capital gain or loss from the
disposition of the stock, which she undoubtedly holds as a capital asset."
In fact, the Code likens a liquidation distribution to a sale, because the
shareholder obtains capital gain or loss when exchanging her stock with the
corporation for a distribution of property at the time of liquidation. Capital gain
or loss arises because Section 331(a) provides that a distribution made in
liquidation is treated as "full payment in exchange for the stock." Assuming, as
is probably the case, that a sharehoider holds her stock as a capital asset, 6 the

existence of an exchange enables the shareholder to obtain capital gain or loss.'
Congress' analogy of a liquidation to a sale was intentional; a statement to this
effect exists in the legislative history of Section 331 's predecessor.63

Another aspect of liquidations-a troublesome aspect-was addressed in
1986 when Congress repealed the statutory embodiment of the GeneralUtilities
doctrine. In General Utilities," the Supreme Court had held that a corporation
was not taxed when it distributed property to a shareholder. This was of obvious

59. Under state law, such as Act 5,supra note 4,§§ 12.05 to-.
85, the corporation dissolves;
under the Code, it liquidates. See Treas. Reg. § 1.332-2(c) (1960) (describes when liquidation
occurs).
A traditional lure of C corporations has been that a taxpayer can transform ordinary income into
capital gain. Her share of the corporation's profits, if they are distributed to her, lead to ordinary
income. See supra Section III.B.I.
Incontrast, gain from the sale ofstock probably leads to capital

gain because the shareholder probably holds the stock as acapital asset. See supra note 42. And
the value of her stock isenhanced by the profits the corporation retains. Impediments also exist to
converting ordinary income from stock into capital gain. See. e.g., I.R.C. §§ 306 (preferred stock
bailouts), 341 (collapsible corporations) (1997).
60. See generally Boris I. Bittker & Norman Redlich, Corporate Liquidations and the Income
Tax, 5 Tax L. Rev. 437, 448-451 (1950) (discusses reasons for taxing a liquidation as asale and as
a dividend); Roswell F. Magill, The Income Tax Liability of Dividends in Liquidation, 23 Mich. L.
Rev. 565 (1925).
61. See supra note 42.
.62. See I.R.C. § 1222 (1997) (capital
gain and loss
defined toexist when sale or exchange of
capital asset occurs).
63. See S.Rep. No. 68-398, at 11 (1924), reprinted in 1939-2 C.B. 266, 274 (a"liquidating
dividend is, in effect, a sale by the stockholder of his stock to the corporation").
64. General Utils. Operating Co. v. Helvering, 296 U.S. 200, 56 S.Ct. 185 (1935).
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benefit to corporations and shareholders if the corporation distributed appreciated
property to its shareholders. The corporation would realize, but not recognize,
gain, and the shareholders would obtain a basis in the property distributed equal
to its fair market value."5 The appreciation would have been taxed only if the
corporation were taxed-which it was not, because of General Utilities--or
because the shareholders assumed the corporation's basis in the property-which
they did not.
Indeed, the GeneralUtilitiesdoctrine was codified in 1954, when Congress
enacted Section 31 l(a) and former Section 336(a). These sections provided that
a corporation would not recognize gain or loss it had realized in nonliquidating
and liquidating distributions." Inroads were made into the taxation ofnonliquidating distributions, as Section 31 l(b) was widened to tax the corporation on gain
from such distributions in an increasing number of circumstances. Congress
became distraught enough with the codification of the doctrine that it changed
course in 1986, by rendering distributions of appreciated (but not depreciated)
property into recognition events by the corporation; Sections 311(b) and 336(a)
were amended to this end. Now, only if the shareholder is a corporation that
controls the liquidating corporation is gain or loss realized in the distribution by
the liquidating corporation not recognized by it under Section 337.6"
Thus, as the law now stands, corporate distributions of appreciated property
are taxed to the corporation, whether the distribution is in liquidation or not, but
not when liquidation distributions are made to a controlling corporate parent
shareholder.
C. Taxing an S Corporation
1. Taxing an S Corporation'sProfits
Unlike a C corporation, an S corporation is not taxed on its profits. Only
its shareholders are taxed on the corporation's profits.68 This result is reached

65. See I.RLC. §§ 1001 (gain or loss realized usually recognized as well), 301(d) (basis of
property received in nonliquidating distribution), 334(a) (basis of property received in liquidating
distribution) (1997).
66. See also l.R.C. § 337(a) (1997) (before amendment in 1986) (corporation did not recognize
gain realized in certain sales made pursuant to adoption of its plan of liquidation).
67. Staff of Joint Comm. Tax'n, 100th Cong., 1st Sess., General Explanation of the Tax

Reform Act of 1986, 336-337 (Comm. Print 1987) (footnote omitted). SeegenerallyFrank V.Battle,
Jr. et al., New.Section 336: Selected Issues in the Taxation of Complete Liquidations,65 Taxes 775
(1987); Syndey E.Unger, Gain Recognition and Basis in Acquisitions, 45 N.Y.U. Inst. Fed. Tax'n
3-1 (1987): Eric M. Zolt, The General Utilities Doctrine: Examining the Scope of the Repeal, 65
Taxes 819 (1987); George F. Yin, Taxing Corporate Liquidations (and Related Matters) Afler the
Tax Reform Act of 1986, 42 Tax L. Rev. 573 (1987).
68. But see infra note 71 (Scorporation taxed in certain situations). Using the figures set forth
in Table 1, an S corporation's shareholders' tax would be the $396 tax described in the left-hand
column, resulting in an after-tax income of $604.
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through an intricate set of statutory rules. First, Section 1363(a) provides that
the corporation is not taxed. It must, however, compute its taxable income under
Section 1363(b). This enables the shareholders to determine their aliquot share
of the corporation's income, deductions, and other tax items, on each of which
they are taxed pursuant to Section 1366(a)(1). Finally, to prevent the shareholders from being taxed again on corporate income already taxed to them, or from
benefiting twice from deductions already allocated to them, Section 1367(a)
requires that shareholders adjust the basis of their stock upwards for income
allocated to them, and downward for deductions allocated to them or distributions actually made to them.6 ' A shareholder also may deduct the losses
allocable to her under Section 1366(d), but only to the extent that she has basis
in her stock or loans to the corporation equaling or exceeding the losses.
2. Taxing an S Corporation's Distributions and Liquidation

An S corporation, like a C corporation, may distribute property in lieu of
cash. A distribution of property is a recognition event to a C corporation, and it
is to an S corporation as well." However, because an S corporation is not
taxable, the gain it realizes and recognizes when it makes a distribution, even in
liquidation, simply is and must be taxed to its shareholders, not to it.
Distributions of appreciated property are taxable because of Congress'
elimination of General Utilities from the Code in 1986. Because an S
corporation is not taxable, and because C corporations are taxed, Congress
imposed a tax under Section 1374 on S corporations that formerly had been C
corporations if they had "built-in gains." Without Section 1374, a C corporation
might make an S election shortly before it distributed property and, because it
would be an S corporation when it made the distribution, no corporate-level tax
would be imposed. Thus, Congress imposed the Section 1374 tax on an S
corporation's "built-in gains." The tax is imposed only on an S corporation that
formerly was a C corporation.7 '
The same rules govern liquidation of C and S corporations. Therefore,
an S corporation shareholder obtains exchange status under Section 331 as she
surrenders her stock to the Scorporation in exchange for a final distribution from
the corporation. The corporation is taxed on its distribution of property to the
shareholder, recognizing whatever gain or loss it has realized, although such gain

69. See also I.R.C. § 1366(b) (1997) (character of items determined at corporate, not
shareholder level; therefore, ifcorporation sells capital asset, shareholder has capital gain, even if the
same asset would not have been a capital asset in the shareholder's hands).
70. See I.RIC. §§ 311 (b)(distributing corporation must recognize gain in distributions to which
§§ 301-307 apply), 336(a) (corporation must recognize gain in liquidating distributions), 137 1(a)(1)
(except as otherwise provided, "subchapter C shall apply to an S corporation and its shareholders";
subchapter C includes §§ 311 and 336) (1997).
71. See I.R.C. § 1374(c)(1) (1997).
72. See supra Section llI.B.2.
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or loss is passed on to its shareholders. One difference between liquidations of
S and C corporations is that a shareholder's basis in the stock of an S corporation fluctuates as the corporation's income and deductions were attributed to her
and as distributions were made to her, while a shareholder's basis in the stock
of a C corporation more probably was fixed by her original contribution."
Presumably, a distribution in liquidation would trigger Section 1374. Gain
would be recognized by the corporation even if Section 1374 had not been
enacted, but Section 1374's presence subjects the corporation to tax as well.74
D. Taxing a Partnershipor LLC's Profits and Distributions
Like an S corporation, a partnership is not taxed. A partnership's income
and deductions are taxed to its partners, and their bases in their partnership
interests are adjusted upward, or downward, for the income and deductions
allocated to them and for the distributions made to them. Different provisions
apply to partnerships than S corporations, however, and they are noted below.
An LLC usually is treated as a partnership for federal income tax purposes,"
and the following discussion encompasses both entities."6
First, partners, and not the partnership, are taxed pursuant to Section 701.
A partnership must calculate its taxable income, under Section 703, and that
taxable income is included in the partners' taxable income under Section 706
"for any taxable year of the partnership ending within or with the taxable year
of the partner."" A partner may deduct her share of the partnership's losses,
assuming that she has a basis in her partnership interest that at least equals the
73. -See infra note 134.
74. See supra note 72. On the corporation's exposure to Section 1374, see Eustice & Kuntz,
supra note 46, 13.03[8][d].
75. See Rev. Rul. 88-76, 1988-2 C.B. 360 (Wyoming LLC treated as partnership for federal
income tax purposes).
For more about LLCs, see generally Carter G. Bishop & Daniel S. Kleinberger, Limited Liability
Companies (1994). For articles on the same topic, see generally Martha W. Jordan & Peter K.
Kloepfer, The Limited Liability Company: Beyond Classification, 69 Taxes 203 (1991); Susan
Kalinka, The Limited LiabilityCompany and Subchapter S: ClassificationIssues Revisited, 60 U.
Cin. L. Rev. 1083 (1992); Robert R. Keatinge et at., The Limited LiabilityCompany: A Study ofthe
Emerging Entity, 47 Bus. Law. 375 (1992); William J. Rands, Passthrough Entities and Their
Unprincipled Differences Under Federal Tax Law, 49 SMU L. Rev. 15 (1995); Larry E. Ribstein,
The Deregulation of Limited Liability and the Death ofPartnership, 70 Wash. U. L.Q. 417 (1992);
Francis J. Wirtz & Kenneth L. Harris, The Emerging Use of the Limited Liability Company, 70 Taxes
377 (1992).
76. Treasury Regulation § 1.701-2 gives the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service
broad powers to prevent abuse of the partnership tax rules. These regulations have been criticized.
See generally McKee et a) (summary and criticism of the regulation), supra note 46. Because
termination nf a partnership is not germane to the thesis of this article--that corporation-partnership
conversions not be taxed-it will not be discussed.
77. See IR.C. § 702(b) (1997) (character of items in partner's distributive share determined
at partnership, not partner, level; therefore, if partnership sells acapital asset, partner has capital gain,
even if the same asset would not have been a capital asset in the partner's hands).
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losses she would deduct."8 She is taxed on her share of a partnership's profits
and losses according to her "distributive share" of the partnership's income,
deductions, etc. Section 702 taxes each partner on her distributive share of such
tax items and, in turn, Section 704 sets forth how a partner calculates her
distributive share. 9
A partner avoids double taxation ofpartnership profits by adjusting her basis
in her partnership interest under Section 705 upwards for her share of income
allocable to her, and downwards for her share of losses allocable to her and for
distributions made to her.
Sections 731-733 govern the taxation of partnership distributions."s The
overall effect of these sections is to try to avoid taxing the partnership or the
partner during the course of a distribution. In turn, distributions may be broken
down into distributions ofmoney and distributions of property other than money.
Distributions of property other than money are never taxed. Section 731(b)
provides that the partnership does not recognize gain or loss in a distribution.
Section 73 l(a) provides that the partner is not taxed either. Under Sections 732
and 733,. the partner takes the partnership's basis in the property distributed to
it or, if less, her basis in her partnership interest. Her basis in her partnership
interest after the distribution is whatever her basis was in the interest before, less
the basis she took in the distributed property.
The effect of these sections is to postpone taxation on the gain or loss
inherent in the property until the partner disposes of the property in a taxable
manner." Distributions reduce basis, and a distribution in excess of basis can

78. See I.R.C. § 704(d) (1997).
79. Ordinarily, I.R.C. section 704(a) requires that a partner's distributive share be determined
by the partnership agreement. If,however, the distributive share under the partnership agreement,
"does not have substantial economic effect," then Section 704(b) provides that the partner's
distributive share isdetermined in accordance with her interest in the partnership. For example, three
equal partners may agree that each has a one-third interest in the partnership's income and
deductions. They also could agree to "specially allocate" a disproportionate amount of income to
one ofthem And adisproportionate amount ofdeductions to another. If either special allocation lacks
"substantial economic effect," Section 704(b) requires allocations on the basis of the three partners'
interests in the partnership, presumably, one-third of the income or one-third of the losses to each.
80. See also I.R.C. §735 (governs character of gain or loss on partner's disposition ofproperty
distributed to her); § 734 (optional basis adjustment for partnership property) (1997).
81. Consider the following example.
Example. Partner A's basis in her partnership interest is $1,000. The partnership
distributes property to her, with a fair market value of $400, in which its basis is$300.
The partnership is not taxed on the distribution, nor is A. A's basis in the property
distributed to her is$300, and her basis in the partnership is reduced to $700.
See l.R.C. §§ 1001(a), (c), 731(b) (1997). The partnership realizes but does not recognize $100 gain
when it distributes the property to A. A realizes and recognizes $100 gain if and when she sells the
property, for example, to athird party, assuming that the property's fair market value did not change.
See id. §§ 1001(a), (c). If the partnership's basis in the property had been $1,150, and the property
been worth $1,350, for example, then A's basis in the property after its distribution to her would have
been $1,000. Were she to sell the property, she would have gain of $350-200 from the property
itself, given the difference between the partnership's basis in the property and its fair market value,
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lead to gain. 2 This distribution in excess of basis, however, is not currently
taxed. Instead, the distribution in excess of basis is taxed later, by means of
reducing a partner's basis in the property distributed to her, so that the
subsequent sale will increase gain or reduce loss attributable to the sale.
When a partnership distributes cash to a partner, the partnership avoids
taxation under Section 731(b). Section 731(a)(1) provides that the partner is not
taxed, unless the amount of money distributed to her exceeds her basis in her
partnership interest. The gain is taxed under Section 731(a) as arising from a
sale or exchange, such that the partner, who probably holds her partnership
interest as a capital asset, has capital gain. As is true of property distributions,
under Section 733(l) cash distributions reduce the partner's basis in the
partnership, but not below zero. 3
IV.

FEDERAL INCOME TAX CONSEQUENCES OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF

ENTITIES:

THE CURRENT TAXATION OF TRANSFORMATIONS

A. Introduction
Businesses are transformed during the course of their lives in a variety of
ways; e.g., as they organize an entity through which to operate, reorganize
internally, or acquire or are acquired by other businesses. Taxation of these
transformations is the subject of this section of the article.
Exclusive of a termination of a business, transformations tend to be taxed
similarly, regardless of the type of entity involved. Foremost among these
similarities is that the gain or loss realized by parties to the transaction is not
recognized and that "carryover" or "substituted" basis attaches to the property so
transferred. Nonrecognition and the concomitant carryover or substitution of
basis mean that a taxpayer does not pay tax on the gain or loss she has "realized"
in the transformation and that her "basis" in the property received is such that,
assuming that values ofproperty do not change, she will take into account during
a later sale-an amount equal to. the previously realized but "unrecognized" gain
or loss. C and S corporations' transformations tend to be taxed alike, their
primary difference arising from the different ways in which their income and
shareholders are taxed. Partnership transformations are taxed differently from
corporate transformations.
An overview of the taxation of nonterminating business transformations and
the general allowance of nonrecognition is set forth below. Because the
transformation of a corporation into a partnership is the focus of this article, the

and $150 from the difference between the partnership's basis in the property and her basis in the
partnership.
82. See, e.g., I.R.C. §§ 732(a)(I) (partnership's distribution of cash to partner in excess of her
basis in partnership interest); cf 301(cX3) (1997) (corporation's distribution to shareholder in excess
of her basis in stock).
83. Loss is recognized only upon distributions in liquidation. I.R.C. § 731(a)(2) (1997).
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breadth of corporate transformations, from organization through reorganization,
is examined. The organization of partnerships is the only partnership transformation reviewed because this transformation involves the organization of a
partnership; the others, such as mergers of partnerships into one another, are not
pertinent. Nonrecognition is pervasive among transformations and a reading of
this portion of the article underscores that point. If nonrecognition is not
available in a transformation, some other model-such as the taxation of an
entity's profits or taxing the entity as if it has liquidated-must govern. How to
tax the transformation of a corporation into a partnership, in turn, and whether
nonrecognition or the taxation of profits is the more appropriate model, becomes
the topic of the following section of this article.
B. Choice of Taxable Entity
1. Introduction
Entrepreneurs must choose the form in which they do business whenever
they begin operations. As suggested above, different needs can compel use of
different entities. Recent changes in the rules governing choice of entity will
lead to greater use of LLCs and, in turn, increase pressure on entrepreneurs doing
business through S corporations to convert their corporations into LLCs.
Therefore, choice of entity is discussed below.
Choice of entity is heavily influenced by the federal income taxation of the
entity and its owners. Because the taxation of an entity depends upon what type
of entity it is-corporate income is "taxed" twice; partnerships and S corporations are pass-through entities whose income is taxed only once in the hands of
their owners 4-- characterization is very important. Furthermore, the probability, or at least the possibility, that businesses tend to distribute much of their
income to owners (who, like the rest of us, must pay daily expenses), suggests
the probable adversarial positions of the Internal Revenue Service and taxpayers
when disputes about characterization arise. The Service will try to characterize
an entity as a corporation (or, in the terms of older regulations, an "association
•..taxable as a corporation"85) and owners will try to characterize it as a passthrough entity because the former type of entity leads to two taxes on business
income, the latter to only one tax.
The federal taxation of the entity chosen is affected by underlying state law.
Clearly, whether an entity is a corporation (or partnership, etc.) for federal
income tax purposes is a function of federal, not state, law. Nevertheless, a
business usually organizes as a corporation (or partnership, etc.) under state, not
federal, law. 6 The interplay between federal and state law has given rise to

84.
85.
86.

See supra notes 68, 75.
Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-1(c) (as amended in 1977) (superccded in 1997).
See supra Section II.
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relatively formal procedures of choosing entities under federal income tax law
and to substantial expenditures of energy by lawyers, courts, and the Internal
Revenue Service in their attempts to meet or defeat these formalities.
The federal income tax rules guiding the choice of entity fall into two broad
periods of time, for which 1995 is a watershed year. Both eras are discussed
below.
2. The Old Rules: Morrissey and Old Regulation Section 301.7701
The traditional gate through which one must pass in order to begin
characterizing entities for federal income tax purposes under Section 7701 has
been Morrissey v. Commissioner.7 There, the Supreme Court addressed the
proper characterization of an entity organized as a trust, an active trust that was
engaged in business. Under its regulations interpreting a predecessor of Section
7701, the Commissioner's view was that business trusts were associations.88 In
turn, federal tax law defined corporations to include associations; 9 therefore,
this business trust should be taxed as a corporation, according to the Commissioner. To the Court, associations and corporations resembled one another,"
and an association was simply one type of corporation. The Court concluded
that both types of entities. possessed centralized management, continuity of
existence, free transferability of interests, and limited liability. Associations also
tended to have multiple associates and to carry on a business. Thus, the Supreme
Court concluded that the trust in Morrissey was taxable as a corporation.9
In 1954, in United States v. Kintner, several doctors successfully characterized their partnership operating in Montana as an association." The Treasury
Department responded to Kintnerin 1960 by promulgating new regulations about
the characterizationof entities under Section 7701 that theoretically made it more
difficult for an entity to be characterized as a corporation.9" These regulations
demoted the last two of the six Morrisseyfactors noted above because they were
true of all organizations engaged in business,94 and required that an entity

87.

296 U.S. 344. 56 S. Ct. 289 (1935).

See generally William J. Rands, Organizations

Classfied as CorporationsforFederal Income Tax Purposes, 59 St. John's L. Rev. 657 (1985).
88. Morrissey, 296 U.S. at 349, 353, 56 S. Ct. at 291, 293.
89. Two Revenue Acts were at issue, but both had the same definition of a corporation.
Revenue Act of 1924, § 2(aX2), 43 Stat. 253 (1924), and Revenue Act of 1926, § 2(a)(2), 44 Stat.
9 (1926).
90. -Id. at 357.
91. Three companion cases were decided with Morrissey. They are Swanson v. Commissioner,
296 U.S. 362, 56 S.Ct. 283 (1935); Helvering v. Combs, 296 U.S. 365, 56 S. Ct. 287 (1935); and
Helvering v. Coleman-Gilbert Assocs., 296 U.S. 369, 56 S. Ct. 285 (1935).
92. 216 F.2d 418 (9th Cir. 1954). This enabled them to obtain pensions unavailable to them
if their partnership were not taxed as an association.
93. See generally McKee et al., supra note 46, 3.06.
94. See Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(a)(2) (as amended in 1993) (associates not required for oneman corporations and sole proprietorships).
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possess more of the other four corporate characteristics than not in order to be
characterized as an association." These "old" Section 7701 regulations were
in effect until superceded by new Section 7701 regulations promulgated in
1997.96
Morrissey, Kintner, and the old Section 7701 regulations form the
benchmarks for the older manner in which the form of an entity was chosen.
These standards were relatively formal, in that entrepreneurs could shape their
entities to possess or avoid the various corporate characteristics. 97 Because
partnership income is subject to a single tax, entrepreneurs frequently sought to
avoid characterizing their businesses as associations taxable as corporations,"8
especially as limited partnerships became more popular throughout the 1960s,
1970s, and 1980s.
3. The New Rules: Notice 95-14 and New Regulation Section 301.7701

In 1995, the Internal Revenue Service changed its approach to characterizing
entities by issuing Notice 95-14 and promulgating, in 1997, new regulations
under Section 7701." These two authorities permit a business to choose its
form of doing business for federal income tax purposes if it has not been
incorporated.
Several currents in business practices surrounded the Service's new
approach. For example, the choice of entity has never diminished in importance
or in perplexity. Because no uniform tax rate is imposed on all taxpayers, there
has always been some tax benefit to doing business in one form and not in
another. The rates might change and, therefore, one form may be advantageous,
but the historic differences between rates has always led to one form of doing

95. See Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(aX3) (as amended in 1993).
96. Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-1 to -3 (as amended by T.D. 8697, 1997-2 l.R.B. 11).
97. See, e.g., Zuckman v. United States, 524 F.2d 729 (Cl. Ct. 1975) (taxpayers able to
establish that limited partnership under state law also was partnership under federal income tax laws);
Larson v. Comm'r, 66 T.C. 159 (1976), acq. 1979-2 C.B.1, 2 (same).
98. See, e.g., supra note 24.
99. Supra note 6 (Notice 95-14 and new regulations). See also Prop. Treas. Reg. § 301.77013(g) (taxation of elective changes in federal income tax classification of entity), 62 Fed. Reg. 55,768
(1997). See generally Christopher Barton, Much Ado About aNothing: The Taxation ofDisregarded
Entities, 75 Tax Notes 1883 (1997) (discusses check-the-box regulations); Hugh M. Dougan ct al.,
"Check the Box "-Looking Under the Lid, 75 Tax Notes 1141 (1997) (same); Jeffrey Lear & Sheryl

Stratton, ABA Tax SectionMeeting: Passthrough Entities Radically Changing Corporate Landscape,
75 Tax Notes 897 (1997) (same); Roger F. Pillow et al., Simplified Entity Classification Under the
Final Check-the-Box Regulations, 86 J. Tax'n 197 (1997) (same); Aaron Brooks, Chuck the Box:
Proposed Entity Classification Regulations Bring Bad Policy, 70 Tax Notes 1669 (1996) (discusses
proposed check-the-box regulations); Roger F. Pillow et al., Check-the-Box Proposed Regs. Simplify
the Entity Classification Process, 85 J.Tax'n .72 (1996) (same); Michael L. Schler, Initial Thoughts
on the Proposed "Check-the-Box" Regulations, 71 Tax Notes 1679 (1996) (same); Francis J. Wirtz,
Check-the-Box: The ProposedRegulations on Entity Classification,74 Taxes 355 (1996) (same);
Victor E. Fleischer, Note, 96 Colum. L. Rev. 518 (1996) (same).
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business being favored."°° Thus, for example, the Kintner regulations provided
some standard against which to measure entities-unincorporated businesses
tended not to be characterized as corporations-but they certainly did not render
the choice of entity moot.
The Kintner regulations then haunted the Service by making it easier for
businesses to avoid C corporation status; e.g., by being permitted to possess as
many corporate as noncorporate characteristics without being characterized as a
corporation."' The tax shelter industry prospered, at least in part, because of this
ease with which entities could organize as partnerships, specifically limited
partnerships."0 2 Deductions flowed through to the limited partners and, if these
deductions came without substantial economic cost (e.g., because they consisted
of depreciation deductions on property which partnerships had purchased for
"excessive"amounts of nonrecourse debt and in which they therefore had inflated
bases), tax shelters could become only more, not less, popular. Substantial
inroads into curbing tax shelters were made, culminating in limiting a taxpayer's
deduction of losses derived from passive activity losses, which included the
typical tax shelter, to the extent that she had gains from other passive activity
losses."°3 Tax shelters were attacked on other fronts as well by Congress, courts,
and the Service." °
Curtailment of the excesses of tax shelters, however, did not render the
choice-of-entity question moot. The underlying tax-and business-factors
always made one form of entity most attractive, even if the factors varied over
time. In the late 1980s, however, the Service began to acknowledge the status

100. For example, since 1993, the maximum tax rate on an individual's taxable income has been
39.6% and the maximum tax rate on a corporation's taxable income has been 35% (except for an
additional 5% tax rate imposed on corporations with certain taxable incomes). See I.R.C. §§ I, II
(1997). Before 1986, the maximum tax rate on these taxable incomes were 50% and 46%,
respectively. See id. §§ I (before amendment in 1986), II (same). Table I reveals the consequence
of the current taxation and, while the figures would differ, also reveal the import of pre-1987 taxation
as well. Between 1986 and 1993, however, the maximum respective taxes were 28/6-3 1%, on the
one hand, and 35%, on the other. See id. §§ I (after amendment in 1986), It(same). Then, doing
business as a C corporation would never have led to less tax than doing business in some other
manner, because even if acorporation retained all of its after-tax income, that income could amount
only to 65% of pre-tax income. In contrast, if a business did not operate as a C corporation, its
owners' after-tax income would have amounted to 69% or more of the business' pre-tax income.
The maximum tax on capital gains also has varied, and this too affected and continues to affect
choice of entity. See supra note 40.
101. See supra text accompanying note 95.
102. See generally General Explanation, supra note 67, at 209-14 (sets forth background to curbs
imposed on tax shelters by Congress in 1986).
103. See I.R.C. § 469 (1997) (limitation on passive activity losses).
104. See, e.g., I.R.C. §§ 465 (at-risk limitation to amount of deductible losses); 7704 (1997)
(publicly traded/master limited partnerships); Commissioner v. Tufts, 461 U.S. 300, 103 S.Ct. 1826,
reh'g denied, 463 U.S. 1215, 103 S. Ct. 3555 (1983) (nonrecourse debt included in cost basis of
property, even if it exceeds property's value); Estate of Franklin v. Comm'r, 544 F.2d 1045 (9th Cir.
1976) (limited partners failed to prove value of property was not inflated, so that they were not able
to take depreciation and interest deductions attributable to the property).
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of LLCs as partnerships for tax purposes, beginning with a 1988 revenue
ruling.' 5 Furthermore, LLCs were extraordinarily attractive because they
offered the best of both worlds: the limited liability available to corporations
under state law, and the pass-through taxation of income and deductions to their
owners available under federal income tax law.
The Service announced its intent to simplify the Section 7701 regulations
that classified entities for federal income tax purposes by publishing Notice 9514. "6 It perceived the historical differences between corporations and partnerships to be fading as state legislatures modified these traditional forms.
Continued expenditures of resources for characterizing entities under federal tax
law was not merited, especially in light of the diminishing differences between
them under state law. The Service indicated its intent to limit simplification of
the regulations to domestic unincorporated businesses if it had at least two

owners. (Requiring the entity to have at least two owners enabled the Service
to avoid dealing with whether a partnership could have only one owner, a

position the Service resists.)' 7 It believed that "domestic unincorporated
business erganizations typically are formed to obtain partnership classification;
[therefore, it intended that] those organizations generally would be classified as
partnerships for federal tax purposes unless the organization [sic] file an election
to be classified as an association taxable as a corporation.""' Thus, the Notice
did not address characterization of incorporated entities nor did it address
characterization of foreign unincorporated entities.

105. See Rev. Rul. 88-76, 1988-2 C.B. 360 (LLC under Wyoming law treated as partnership for
tax purposes). See also I.R.S. Notice 95-14, 1995-1 C.B. 297, where the Service states:
The existing classification regulations are based on the historical differences under local
law between partnerships and corporations. However, many states recently have revised
their statutes ...thereby narrowing considerably the traditional distinctions between
corporations and partnerships.
One consequence of the narrowing of the differences under local law between
corporations and partnerships is that taxpayers can achieve partnership tax classification
for a nonpublicly traded organization that, in all meaningful respects, is virtually
indistinguishable from a corporation. Taxpayers and the Service, however, continue to
expend considerable resources in determining the proper classification of domestic
unincorporated business organizations.
106. See supranote 105. The Service's ability to issue regulations to effectuate this policy has
been questioned as being a matter more properly within the purview ofCongress. See, e.g., Dougan
et al., supranote 99; Heidi Glenn, JCT To Go Public About Private Meetings, 73 Tax Notes 1007
(1996) (Joint Committee of Taxation Counsel Kies questions propriety of Service's promulgation of
check-the-bx regulations); Staff of Joint Comm. Tax'n, Review ofSelected Entity Classification and
Partnership Tax Issues II(Joint Comm. Tax'n 1997) (same). For deference paid to regulations, see
generally Michael Asimow, PublicParticipation inthe Adoption of Temporary Tax Regulations,44
Tax Law. 343 (1991); Bernard Wolfan, Note, Supreme Court Decisions in Taxation: 1980 Term,
35 Tax Law. 443 (1982).
107. See, e.g., Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(c)(1) (as amended in 1997) (requires partnership to
have at least two owners).
108. I.R.S. Notice 95-14, 1995-I C.B. 297.
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In May 1996, the Service proposed regulations under Section 7701 that
followed up on Notice 95-14, and final regulations were promulgated in January
1997.1°9 The final regulations abandon the formal Morrissey criteria, and
simply permit a domestic business entity, if it is not incorporated, to choose how
it will be subject to federal income tax.
Regulation section 301.7701-1 distinguishes between business entities that
create a "separate entity" for federal income tax purposes and those that do not.
Although phrased awkwardly, separate entity status might be explained as
follows. An individual has an identity as a taxpayer. She also may carry on a
business. Is that business a "separate entity" from her individual tax status?
Only if the answer to this question is "yes" must further inquiry be made into the
character of that entity. A separate entity arises when the parties carry on a
business and divide the profits from that business, such as when co-owners of an
apartment building both lease space and provide services to the tenants."' If
there is no separate entity, then some other characterization of the taxpayer must
prevail. If there is no business, there cannot be a separate entity; for example,
no separate entity exists when two persons engage in a joint undertaking to share
expenses, to construct a drainage ditch, or merely co-own property, because their
actions do not rise to the level of a business."' (Similar examples in the old
regulations were used to distinguish certain organizations from a partnership.)" s2 Presumably, they are simply two individuals, each taxed separately.
An entity owned by just one person can elect whether to be treated as a separate
entity." 3 However, once an organization is recognized as a separate entity for
federal income tax purposes, then its character may be assessed under the
remaining Section 7701 regulations."'
An entity that is a separate entity is a business entity if it is not characterized
as a trust for federal income tax purposes.'" And, if this business entity has at
least two members, it must be treated as a partnership or as a corporation for
federal income tax purposes.'
What distinguishes a corporation from a
partnership? To some extent, the regulations set forth entities that must be
characterizedas corporations, such as a business entity wholly owned by a state
or a political subdivision of a state."' Perhaps the most significant entity to be
characterized as a corporation, however, is a business entity organized as a

109. Prop. Treas. Regs. §§ 301.7701-1 to -3, 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996); Regs. §§
301.7701-1 to -3 (as amended in 1996).
110. See Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-1(a)(2), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996).
Ill. See id.
112. See old Reg. § 301.7701-3(a) (as amended in 1977).
113. See Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-1(aX4), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996).
114. See Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-1(b), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996).
115. See Tress. Reg. § 301.7701-2(a), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996).
116. See id.
117. See Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(b)(6), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996). See generally Treas.
Reg. § 301.7701-2(b), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-9 (1996) (generally sets forth entities to be treated as
corporations).
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corporation under federal or state law."' Thus, state law remains important in
characterizing entities under the proposed regulations even if it is not determina-

tive. In other words, a business organized as a corporation under state law
inevitably will be treated.as a corporation under federal income tax law as well.
What is a partnership? In a facile manner, it is an entity that is not a
corporation." 9 It also must have two members. 0 If the multiple-owner entity
escapes automatic characterization as a corporation under the rules noted in the
prior paragraph, it is a partnership. It may secure a particular character,
however, by electing that character. A multiple-owner entity may affirmatively

elect to be treated as a corporation or as a partnership, and will be taxed in
whatever form it has elected.'

Absent such an election, it will be treated as

a partnership.' 2 Thus, an entity wishing to be taxed as a partnership presumably does nothing. If it wishes to be taxed as a corporation or to change its
23
characterization, then it makes an election.

Once the taxable form in which an entrepreneur does business is established,

the consequences of transforming that business may be explored.

Those

consequences are now reviewed.
C. CorporateTransformations
1. Introduction
Corporations can be transformed without terminating in a variety of ways.
For example, businesses are incorporated or are reorganized as they acquire
another corporation's stock or assets or as their stock or assets are acquired by
another corporation. All of these transformations escape taxation because gain
or loss realized in such a transformation is not recognized. The exception to this
rule is that the gain or loss realized in the conversion of a corporation into a
partnership is recognized. With the simultaneous increase in popularity of LLCs
and decrease in popularity of S corporations, taxation of this last type of
corporate transformation becomes more important. The thesis of this article is
that it is not appropriate to tax corporate conversions into partnerships, but the
rationale for this point of view lies in how other corporate transformations escape
taxation. Therefore, taxation of corporate transformations are reviewed below.
As was true of the taxation of profits analyzed above, this portion of the article

118.
119.
120.

See Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(b)(I), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996).
See Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(cXI). 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996).
See id.

121.

See Tress. Reg. §301.7701-3(a), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996).

122.
123.

See Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-3(b)(1), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996).
See Tress. Reg. § 301.7701-3(bX1), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996). See also Treas. Reg.

§ 301.7701-3(b)(2), 61 Fed. Reg. 21,989-90 (1996) (rules regarding characterization of foreign
entities); Prop. Tress. Reg. § 301.7701-3(g), discussed infra note 212 (federal income tax
consequences of elective changes in classification).
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only sketches how corporate transformations are taxed, and is not intended to
exhaust the subject.' 2'
2. Organization: Section 351
-a. Statutory Overview

Every incorporation of a business either falls within or without Section 351.
If Section 351 applies, then a shareholder's transfer of property to a corporation-in which she necessarily must realize gain or loss-is not a recognition
event, and so she does not take the gain or loss into account for tax purposes.
Generally, Section 351(a) applies when a person who transfers property to a
corporation receives solely stock of the corporation in exchange for her property;
Section 351(b) applies if she receives other property; e.g., cash or boot, in
addition to the stock. Both sections are mandatory in their application. If
Section 35 1(a) applies, no gain or loss "shall" be recognized; if Section 35 1(b)
applies, gain "shall" be recognized.
For purposes of Section 351, little difference exists between the organization
of a C and an S corporation. S corporations may have no more than seventy-five
shareholders who, for example, must be U.S. citizens or residents,' 2s and these
shareholders must own only common stock; no such limits are imposed on C
corporations. But, assuming that the typical situation surrounding the organization of a corporation is that relatively few persons come together, perhaps with
a business, with skills, and with money, 2 6 and acquire only common stock,
then these differences are meaningless and certainly not problematic. 7

124. See generally Bittker & Eustice, supra note 46, chs. 3 (organizations), I I (divisions), and
12 (reorganizations). The American Law Institute has drawn somewhat finer distinctions than the
following discussion in the text. It was concerned more specifically with the future of taxation of
pass-through entities, and tended to emphasize the greater flexibility available to contributions to
partnerships than S corporations, but for which the price was greater statutory constraints on abuse
of the niles surrounding contributions to partnerships than S corporations. See ALl Memorandum
No. 2,supra note 46, at 127-44.
125. See I.R.C. § 1361(bXl)(A) (1997).
126. Cf Susan M. Wittman, SCorporation Returns, 1994, 16 SO Bull. 38 (Spring 1997) (notes
large number of S corporations in 1994 with few shareholders; e.g., over 81% of all Scorporations
filing returns in 1994 only had one or two shareholders); Hamill, supra note 13 (discusses amount
of corporations' assets, not number of corporations' shareholders); ALl Memorandum No. 2,supra
note 46, at I1.18 (discusses composition of small businesses).
127. Cf Rev. Rul. 77-220, 1977-1 C.B. 263 (single business organized as three separate S
corporations in order to avoid limit on number of shareholders S corporation was permitted to have,
and then three corporations formed partnership to do business; held, corporations stepped together
and S corporation status denied because they exceeded permissible number of shareholders). Rev.
Rul. 77-220 was revoked by Rev. Rul. 94-73, 1994-2 C.B. 198 (election of separate Scorporations
respected). See generally Bruce N. Lemons and Richard D. Blau, SignificantIssues May Remain for
S Corporation Partners Despite IRS's Newest Ruling, St J.Tax'n 132 (1994) (discusses Rev.. Rul.

94-43).
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Thereafter, the same Section 351 limitations apply to a corporation, whether it
is a C or an S corporation.
Section 351(a) has three essential elements. First, one or more persons must
transfer property to a corporation. Next, this transfer must be solely in exchange
for stock of the corporation. Finally, the persons who transferred property to the
corporation must "control" the corporation immediately after the exchange.
Control is defined in greater detail by Section 368(c), and occurs when the stock
owned by the transferors possesses at least eighty percent of the total combined
voting power of the corporation and at least eighty percent of all other classes
of stock of the corporation.'28
Despite the statutory contours of Section 351(a)'s application, much of the
area is governed by case law and Internal Revenue Service rulings and
regulations.' 29 Section 351's nonrecognition is of greatest benefit to investors
seeking to avoid tax triggered by the disposition of appreciated property they
have contributed to the corporation. The section is less important to taxpayers
who have no appreciation upon which to avoid taxation, such as those who
contribute money, and is shunned by taxpayers contributing depreciated property
to corporations who would like to recognize the losses they have realized.
Investors can receive property back from a corporation in addition to the
corporation's stock. They could receive debt of the corporation, cash, or other
property, such as property another investor has contributed or property the
corporation purchased on its own (property frequently called "boot"). Technically, Section 35 1(a) does not apply because the investor has received something
other than the corporation's stock. Section 351 (b)(1), however, applies because
the other two'elements of Section 351(a) are met-persons have transferred

128. Section 351(a)'s application can be illustrated with the following example.
Example. Individuals A and B each transfer S10,000 to a new corporation, Corporation
X, in exchange for all ofX's stock. Each person takes back 50 shares ofX's stock in the
exchange, and retains it.
All the elements of I.R.C. section 351(a) are met. A and B have transferred property to the
corporation. The sole consideration given to them by X is stock. Because A and B also own all of
the stock of the corporation, they possess control and, because they do not dispose of the stock
immediately after they receive it, given these sparse facts, they have control immediately after the
exchange.
But see I.RLC. § 351(e) (1997) (situations in which Section 351 does not apply, such as transfer
to investment company).
129. For example, cash is treated as property pursuant to cases such as Holstein v. Commissioner, 23 T.C. 923 (1955), and whether the transferors have control immediately after the exchange is
determined largely by case law, with the transferor's binding obligation to dispose of stock even as
she acquires it being the determinative factor whether she possesses such control. See. e.g.,
D.'Angelo Assocs. v. Commissioner, 70 T.C. 121 (1978), acq. in result 1979-2 C.B.I (voluntary
transfer to other family members; held, control existed immediately after transfer); Manhattan Bldg.
Co. v. Commissioner, 27 T.C. 1032 (1957), acq. 1957-2 C.B.5 (pre-existing commitment to transfer
stock; held, no control existed immediately after transfer); American Bantam Car Co. v. Commissioner, I I T.C. 397 (1948), J'dper curiam, 177 F.2d 513 (3d Cir. 1949), cert. denied, 339 U.S. 920,
70 S.Ct. 622 (1950) (same).
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property to a corporation and control it immediately after the contribution-and

requires the investor to recognize gain to the extent that she has received
boot. 3
One particular variation of the tax consequences of a shareholder's receipt
of boot occurs when she contributes property to a corporation which is subject
to a liability, either on a recourse or nonrecourse basis. Generally, a taxpayer's
being relieved of debt generates income for her,' and the same would be true
even when that relief occurs during the course of a contribution of property to
a corporation. 132 In this latter circumstance, Section 357(a) provides that gain
realized by the investor is not recognized.'
If a transfer of property does not fall within either Sections 351(a) or 351(b)
because the transfer fails to meet one or more of the subsections' requirements,
then Section 351 does not apply. A transferor will then recognize whatever gain
or loss she realizes in the exchange.
The converse of a Section 351 exchange is the taxation of the corporation
organized by the transferor. Section 1032 governs the corporati&n, and generally
provides that it will not recognize whatever gain or loss it may realize when it
exchanges its stock with persons for property they contribute to it.
If Sections 351 and 1032 apply, then the amount of gain or loss not
recognized by a shareholder when she contributes property to the corporation, or
by the corporation when it issues stock to her, ideally should be taken into
account at some future time. Assuming that the property is still worth what it
was when it was contributed, the stock the shareholder received in the exchange,
as well as the property she contributed to the corporation, will possess bases that
force this later accounting. This is because Section 358 provides that a
shareholder's basis in the stock received equals her basis in the surrendered
property, less the fair market value of other property received in the exchange,
plus gain recognized in the exchange. The corporation's basis in the property

130. For example, ifA in supra note 128 contributed her appreciated property (basis $1,000, fair
market value $10,000), and received cash of $2,500 and stock worth $7,500, she would be required
to recognize $2,500 of the $9,000 gain she realized. If she received X's note for $3,000 and stock
worth $7,000, she would be required to recognize $3,000 of the $9,000 gain she has realized. If B
had contributed her depreciated property (basis $15,000, fair market value $10,000), and received
cash of $2,500 and stock worth $7,500, Section 351(b)(2) provides that she would be unable to
recognize any of the $5,000 loss she has realized. The gain recognized can never exceed the gain
realized. See Bittker & Eustice, supra note 46, 3.05(1].
131.
See l.R.C. §61 (aX1 2) (1997) (cancellation ofindebtedness is gross income); see also l.R.C.
§ 108(a) (1997) (circumstances in which cancellation ofindebtedness is excluded from gross income).
132. Cf United States v. Hendler, 303 U.S. 564, 58 S. Ct. 655, reh 'gdenied, 304 U.S. 588, 58
S. Ct. 940 (1938) (income derived from relief of debt in reorganization; superceded by enactment
of predecessor of predecessor of I.R.C. § 357(a), infra note 133).
133. For example, assuming that A in supra note 128 contributed property in which her basis
was $1,000 and which was worth $10,000, and which was subject to a nonrecourse mortgage of
$3,000, ifX assumed the $3,000 mortgage, the consideration A receives would be assumption of the
debt and stock worth $7,000. Section 357(a) provides that A would recognize none of her $9,000
gain. See I.R.C. § 357(a) (1997).
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acquired is determined under Section 362(a), not Section 358, but some analogy
to Section 358 does exist. Section 362(a) provides that the corporation's basis
ofproperty received in a Section 351 exchange equals the transferor's basis plus
whatever gain the transferor recognized in the exchange. Section 362(a) also
compels the recognition of an amount
equal to the formerly unrecognized gain
34
or loss with respect to the property.'
Property transfers generally trigger assignment of income questions, and
property transferred pursuant to Section 351 is no exception to this rule. As just
noted, Sections 351 and 1032 sanction formal assignments of appreciation or
depreciation with respect to property; e.g., imbuing property received in a
Section 351 exchange with a basis that compels the later recognition of an
amount of gain or loss at least theoretically equal to the gain or loss not
recognized in the exchange. Beyond that, case law and revenue rulings tend to
set forth the law in the area. General assignment-of-income principles dictate,
for example, that the taxpayer who earns income be taxed on it or that the
taxpayer who pays an expense deduct it. Therefore, a taxpayer ordinarily cannot
assign the income or the deduction to someone else. Assignment-of-income
principles prevail in corporate tax as well; thus, the types of issues addressed by
this nonstatutory authority are whether the transferor or the corporation in a
Section 351 transaction is the correct taxpayer to take the right to receive
income, to take a deduction, or to take the tax benefit from a previous deduction
which has now been disallowed. Generally, courts have attempted to continue
to promote Section 351 's goal of encouraging businesses to incorporate through
nonrecogpition of gain or loss by taxing a transferor's right to receive income to
3
the corporation, not to the transferor.'1

134. The paragraph in the text can be illustrated with the following example.
Example. Individual A transfers property in which her basis is$100 and the fair market
value of which is $500 to a new corporation, Corporation X, in exchange for all of X's
stock.
I.R.C. §§ 351 and 1032 apply to A and to . See I.R.C. §§ 351, 1032 (1997). Under Section 358,

A's basis in her stock is the same $100 as her basis in the property surrendered in the exchange.
Thus, she will recognize the same amount of gain, $400, when she sells the stock-assuming that
it isworth $500 at the time of the sale-as she would have had she recognized the $400 gain when
she disposed ofthe property. If the stock isworth more when she sells it, she would recognize more;
e.g., if the stock were worth $800 at the time of the sale, she would realize and recognize $700. If
it isworth less, she will recognize less gain, i.e., only what she has realized; for example, if the stock
were worth $300, she would realize and therefore recognize only $200. X's basis in the property
would be $100 and if and when X sold the property, e.g., for $500, it would realize and recognize
$400 gain, the same amount ofgain Adid not recognize when she transferred the property to X. But
see I.R.C. § 351(F) (1997) (corporation may recognize gain).
See generally Jasper L. Cummings, The Silent Policies and Cloning of-Tax Basis and Their
Corporate Applications, 48 Tax L. Rev. 113 (1992) (discusses propensity of basis to reflect item's
inclusion in income).
135. See, e.g., Hempt Bros., Inc. v. United States, 490 F.2d 1172 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 419
U.S. 826, 95 S.Ct. 44 (1974) (corporation, not transferor, taxed on collection of accounts receivable
transferred by transferor); Rev. Rul. 80-198, 1980-2 C.B. 113 (transferor transferred operating assets
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b. Policy

Several considerations gird Section 351 and, indeed, related sections. As
already noted, gain or loss is "realized"under Section 1001(a) whenever property
is sold or otherwise disposed of. Thus, if a merchant transfers goods to
customers in the usual course of her business in exchange for money, check, or
a charge on a credit card, she realizes gain or loss because, in common parlance
as well as under the Code, she has sold property. However, she may engage in
other transactions resulting in a similar surrender of her interest in the property,
such as the property's exchange with someone else for another piece of property
or abandonment of the property. The latter two transactions may not be "sales"
of property, but they are other "dispositions" and so, just as if the merchant had
sold the property, she realizes gain or loss in these other transactions.
Once a taxpayer has realized gain or loss, she also must ordinarily recognize
it. Recognition is not necessarily good or bad. Usually, a taxpayer does not
want to recognize gain, because that ordinarily increases her gross income and,
therefore, her tax.'36 Similarly, she probably does want to recognize loss
because losses are deductible and deductions ordinarily reduce taxable income
and, therefore, tax."3 7 On the other hand, an investor who qualifies her
contribution of appreciated property-e.g., basis of $100, fair market value of
$300-to a corporation under Section 351(a) will obtain a basis in the stock
received in the exchange so that, if she sold the stock before its value changed

to corporation; corporation taxed on collection of accounts receivable and entitled to take deductions
as it paid accounts payable). Compare Nash v. United States, 398 U.S. 1,90 S. Ct. 1550 (1970) (bad
debt reserve formerly deducted and no longer needed as transferor transferred business to corporation
under Section 351; held, tax benefit rule did not generate income taxed to transferor) with Hillsboro
Nat'l Bank v. Commissioner, 460 U.S. 370, 103 S. Ct. 1134 (1983) (Section 351 not at issue, but
when later unforeseen event is not consistent with earlier deduction, taxpayer must be taxed on
amount equal to earlier deduction under tax benefit rule).
Section 351 also fails to address what effect, if any, the status of the transferors before
incorporation has on Section 351's application. Pre-incorporation forms of doing business range
from less formal modes, such as never having done business or doing business in a proprietorship,
to having done business before as a partnership. There would appear to be three ways in which a
partnership can convert into a corporation. They are: (i) the partnership's transferring its assets and
liabilities to the corporation, and then distributing the corporation's stock to its partners as it
liquidates; (ii) distributing its assets and liabilities to its partners, thereby terminating the partnership,
and then have the partners contribute the assets and liabilities to the corporation; and (iii) having the
partners contribute their partnership interests to the corporation, again thereby terminating the
partnership, and having the corporation acquire the assets and liabilities of the partnership. The
Internal Revenue Service has revealed the importance to it of form over substance in this area in two
rulings. In Revenue Ruling 70-239, 1970-1 C.B. 74, the Service chose to treat all three modes of
incorporation alike, because it perceived no difference among them. The Service, however, shifted
from honoring substance to honoring form in Revenue Ruling 84-11I, 1984-2 C.B. 88, revoking Rev.
Rul. 70-239, because it then distinguished among the different types of incorporation.
136. See I.R.C. §§ 61(aX3) (gains from dealings in property included in gross income); 63
(definition of taxable income); I and II (taxes imposed on taxable income) (1997).
137. See I.R.C. § 165 (1997) (losses deductible).
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from the value it had when she received it, she will realize and recognize gain
equal to the amount she did not recognize because of Section 351.3' Other
aspects of a taxpayer's tax profile may lead to other goals. For example, a
taxpayer with numerous deductions in a given tax year may not feel compelled
to realize and recognize a loss in that year because she could not deduct that loss,
having already reduced her taxable income to $0.139 And a taxpayer may wish
to realize and recognize capitalgain if, for example, she has capital losses which
she may deduct against these gains."
Assuming that a taxpayer decides to avoid recognizing gain or loss, what
events are characterized as nonrecognition transactions? Nonrecognition events
are set forth specifically in the Code and include, for example, transfers to or by
corporations under Sections 351 and 1032,4 and transfers to or from partnerships under Section 721.142 But these nonrecognition events do not simply
arise. Instead, something must connect these otherwise disparate transactions.
Under the regulations to a now-repealed section-Section 1002 4 3-the
nonrecognition provisions:
describe certain specific exchanges of property in which at the time of
the exchange particular differences exist between the property parted
with and the property acquired, but such differences are more formal
than substantial. As to these, the Code provides that such differences
shall not be deemed controlling, and that gain or loss shall not be
recognized at the time of the exchange. The underlyingassumption of
theseexceptions is that the newproperty is substantiallya continuation
of the old investment still unliquidated .... 2"
Thus, while Section 351 bears specifically on the contribution of property to
corporations, it also is part of the larger galaxy of all nonrecognition statutes.
And specific policies underlying Section 351' are found in the legislative

138.

Under Section 358, her basis inthe stock will be $100, and she would realize and recognize

$200 gain if she sold the stock for $300 immediately after receiving it. See supra note 134.
139. A taxpayer may deduct losses in excess of income, only to the extent that both arise from
business. Such a net operating loss may be deducted against income in other years under Section
172. But personal deductions cannot be allowed in excess of income, whether in the year in which
incurred or in another year.
140. See I.R.C. § 1211 (1997) (deduction of capital losses).
141. See supra Section IV.C.2.
142. See supra Section IV.D.2.
143. Section 1002 was repealed and simultaneously incorporated by addition of I.R.C. § 1001 (c)
in 1976. Tax Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-455, §§ 1901(b)(28XB)(i) (repeal of § 1002),
1901(a)(121) (addition of § 1001(c), 90 Stat. 1520, 1799, 1784 (1976).
144. Treas. Reg. § 1.1002-1(c) (1960) (emphasis added).
145. See generallyRonald H. Jensen, Of Form andSubstance: Tax-Free Incorporationsand
Other Transactions Under Section 351, 11 Va. Tax Rev. 349 (1991); Kathryn L. Powers,
"Decontrol" ofSection 351 ofthe Internal Revenue Code: Facilitating Capital Formation by Small
Corporations, 31 Case W. Rs. L. Rev. 814 (1981); Samuel L. Thompson, Jr., Tax Policy
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events that spawned the first several nonrecognition statutes, including Section
351.
A version of the Revenue Act of 1918 that preceded the law that was
enacted 46 provided that gain or loss be recognized when properties were
exchanged in the amount -of the fair market value of the property received. If
enacted, this recognition rule would have been subject to two exceptions, for
contributions of property to a corporation and for the merger or consolidation of
corporations."7 Only nonrecognition for mergers and consolidations survived the
legislative process to become part of the revenue laws."" Thus, the earliest
version of Section 351 was proposed, but not enacted. Three years later,
Congress enacted a more general recognition provision, also with nonrecognition
exceptions, in the Revenue Act of 1921."' Gain or loss upon the disposition
of property was recognized if the property had a "readily realizable market
value."'" 0 Recognition would not occur, even if the property exchanged had a
readily realizable market value, if it was exchanged for like property, for stock
or securities in a corporate reorganization, or upon the.transfer of property to a
controlled corporation.''
The Senate Finance Committee report on this 1921 legislation states that the
law sets forth:
new rules for those exchanges or "trades" in which, although a technical
"4gain" may be realized under the present law, the taxpayer actually
realizes no cash profit.
Under existing law "when property is exchanged for other property,
the property received in exchange shall, for the purpose of determining
gain or loss, be treated as the equivalent of cash to the amount of its
fair market value, if any." Probably no part of the present income tax
law has been productive of so much uncertainty or has more seriously

Implications of Contributions ofAppreciated and Depreciated Property to Partnerships, Subchapter
C Corporations and Subchapter S Corporations In Exchangefor OwnershipInterests, 31 Tax L. Rev.

29 (1975).
Other material about Section 351 includes Daniel N. Shaviro, An Efficiency Analysis ofRealization
and Recognition Rules Under the Federal Income Tax, 48 Tax L. Rev. 1, 14-24, 51-61 (1992)
(discusses nonrecognition, especially upon contributions to corporations); Curtis .1.Berger, W(h)ither
Partnership Taxation?, 47 Tax L. Rev. 105, 159-60 (1991) (would eliminate control aspect of
Section 351 ). For other material about nonrecognition generally, see Bittker & Lokken, supra note
40, at Ch. 44; Marjorie E. Komhauser, Section 1031: We Don't Need Another Hero, 60 S.Cal. L.
Rev. 397 (1987).
146. Revenue Act of 1918, Pub. L. No. 254. 40 Stat. 1057 (1919).
147. See S. Rep. 65-617, at 5-6 (1918), reprinted in 1939-1 (Pt. 2) C.B. 117, 120.
148.

See Revenue Act of 1918, Pub. L. No. 254, 40 Stat 1057, at § 202(b); H.R. Rep.. No. 65-

1097, at 44-45 (1918), reprinted in 1939-1 C.B. (Pt. 2) 130, 132.
149. Revenue Act of 1921, Pub. L. No. 98, 42 Stat. 227 (1921).
150. Id. at § 202(c).
151. Id. at §§ 202(cXI)-202(c)(3). These provisions are the predecessors of today's I.R.C.
sections 1031, 368 (and related statutes), and 351.
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interfered with necessary business readjustments. The existing law
makes a presumption in favor of taxation. The proposed act modifies
that presumption by providing that in the case of an exchange of
property for property no gain or loss shall be recognized unless the
property received in exchange has a readily realizable market value, and
specifies in addition certain classes of exchanges on which no gain or
loss is recognized even if the property received in exchange has a
readily realizable market value. These classes comprise the cases where
productive property (other than stock in trade or property held primarily
for sale) used in a trade or business is exchanged for property of a like
kind or use; where in any corporate reorganization or readjustment stock
or securities are exchanged for stock or securities of a corporation
which is a party to or results from such reorganization; and where an
individual or individuals transfer property to a corporation and after
such transfer are in control of such corporation.
The preceding amendments, if adopted, will, by removing uncertainty and by eliminating many technical constructions which are
economically unsound, not only permit business to go forward with the
readjustments required by existing conditions but also will considerably
increase the revenue by preventing taxpayers from taking colorable
losses in wash sales and other fictitious exchanges."'
Thus, Congress believed that the law with which it was faced compelled the
recognition of gain where no real profit had been generated. Changes in the law
would remove uncertainty and "permit business to go forward with the
readjustments required by existing conditions."
As can be seen, legislative history suggests that nonrecognition was
introduced into corporate organizations in order to promote the ordinary
operations of businesses. Granting nonrecognition to investors as they organized
corporations or as they contributed more capital to corporations would enable
them to avoid tax on purely paper profits as they transferred assets from one
personal pocket to another corporate pocket. Entrepreneurs might well organize
corporations, but why not encourage them to do so by permitting them to avoid
paying tax upon incorporation? The uncertainty surrounding how these events
would be taxed seems to have long since disappeared (or at least been replaced
by other uncertainties), given the use now of Section 1001 (b)'s "amount realized"
instead of a "readily realized market value," but avoiding the taxation of paper
profits and enabling businesses to engage in readjustments seem as relevant today
as they did when proposed as reasons for changing the law in 1921. " '

152. S. Rep. 67-275, at 11-12 (1921), reprinted in 1939-1 (Pt. 2)C.B. 181, 188-89.
153. Cf. Cottage Says. Ass'n v. Commissioner, 499 U.S. 554, 111 S.CL 1503 (1991) (recent
example of what is a realization event under I.R.C. § 1001(a)); Treas. Reg. § 1.1002-1(c) (1960),
discussed supra text accompanying notes 143-144.
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The requirement that persons who transfer property to a corporation control
the corporation immediately after the transfer, if Section 351 is to apply and
nonrecognition to be granted, is problematic. In contrast, for example, transfers
of property to a partnership operate more easily because the transferors need not
control the partnership after the transfer if Section 721 is to apply and
nonrecognition is to be granted there.' 54 Control exists in Section 351 exchanges under Section 368(c) when the amount of stock the transferors own
consists of at least eighty percent of the total combined voting power of all the
stock of a corporation and at least eighty percent of all other classes of stock in
the corporation.'
Why was eighty percent chosen by Congress to dernark the difference
between recognition and nonrecognition in Section 351 transfers? Gain or loss
is usually taxed when property is sold because the gain or loss realized is also
recognized.' 6 To the extent that gain or loss realized is not recognized, then
the transaction must be distinguishable from a taxable sale. Therefore, Congress
differentiated between a sole transferor, who would receive all of a corporation's
stock upon transferring property to a corporation, and multiple transferors. The
former easily qualifies under Section 351, whether she contributes all or some
of her business, or one or numerous pieces of property, to a corporation. Her
interests continue, undiluted by other transferors' interests in the corporation.
What the transferor owned directly, she now owns indirectly; in either case, she
owns all of the business. Control is never at issue.
In contrast, any one of several transferors must work in concert with the
other transferors in order to qualify under Section 351. For example, two
transferors ofproperty of equal value-i.e., two fifty-percent shareholders-must
act together to establish control. Ten transferors of property of equal value-i.e.,
ten ten-percent shareholders-must act together as well, although as many as two
of them (who would own exactly twenty percent of the stock) can be excluded
from the group's actions without the other transferors sacrificing control. And
when multiple transferors do engage in a Section 351 exchange, they each dilute
their sole pre-contribution interest through that interest's combination with the
other transferors' interests.
Thus, a sole transferor is able to avoid a taxable sale when transferring
property to a corporation because she more easily and naturally qualifies under

Other purposes may be served by nonrecognition as well. See. e.g., Jensen, supra note 145
(Section 351 prevents purchases on tax-free basis); Powers, supra note 145 (Section 351 encourages
formation of small corporations); Komhauser, supra note 145 (purposes served by Section 1031);
David R. Keyser, A Theory of Nonrecognition Under an Income Tax: The Case of Partnership
Formation, 5 Am. J. Tax Pol'y 269 (1986) (argues for taxing appreciation as quickly as possible).
154. See infra note 178.
155. For example, in the common situation where a corporation has only one class of
outstanding stock, for example, 100 shares of common stock, control exists when the amount ofstock
owned is 80 shares or more.
156. See supra note 10.
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Section 351. Congress intended that multiple transferors' transfer of property to
a corporation be likened more to a taxable sale because ofthe increasing difficulty,
especially as the relative amount of a transferor's post-contribution interest
declines (i.e., from seventy-nine percent to one percent).'
That a difference
is drawn between sole and multiple transferors, between transferors owning an
overwhelming amount of stock after the transfer and those owning progressively
smaller amounts, suggests that Congress intended to honor more than mere
changes in the form in which a taxpayerdoes business. While multiple transferors
may qualify under Section 351, they are symbiotically bound together as parts of
a whole in a way in which they were not before the transfer.'
3. Reorganiations: Section 368
a. Statutory Overview
The taxation of corporate reorganizations parses into three specific areas.
First, Section 368 defines the term "reorganization." Second, gain or loss
realized by participants in the reorganization, the corporation acquired in the
reorganization-the "transferor" corporation-the shareholders of that corporation, and the corporation surviving the reorganization-the "transferee"
corporation-is not recognized under Sections 354, 361, and 1032. And third,
these participants take a basis in the property they have received-whether stock
in the transferee corporation or assets of the transferor corporation-that usually
compels the later recognition of an amount of gain or loss equal to the gain or
loss not immediately recognized (assuming that values in the property received
have not been changed). Sections 358 and 362(b) govern basis.
More specifically, a "reorganization" is a corporate transformation accorded
special treatment by the Code. This term is defined by Section 368(a)(1) to
include seven types of transformations, such as mergers, stock or assets
exchanged for other stock, and insolvency proceedings. All of the reorganizations defined by Section 368(a)(1) have an analogue under state law. For
example, Illinois law permits one corporation to merge into another, which is
accomplished by the acquiring corporation exchanging its stock or other property
for the target corporation's assets and the former corporation's assumption of the
latter's debts, if any; this state law transaction is accorded special status under
the Code because Section 368(a)(1) defines a reorganization to include a
"merger," which, in turn, depends in part upon the transaction's characterization
under state law.' 59

157. Cf Thompson, supra note 145, at 42-46.
158. See Jensen, supra note 145, at 375-96; Powers, supra note 145, at 823-26. Powers also
argues that Section 351 is more likely to apply to small corporations.
159. See 805 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5ill (West 1997) (Illinois law regarding mergers); Treas. Reg. §
1.368-2(b) (as amended in 1986) (defines I.R.C. section 368(a)(l)(A) merger to include transaction
that, among other characteristics, is a merger under state law).
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As noted above, the earliest definition of a reorganization set forth in the
revenue laws was for mergers and consolidations in the Revenue Act of 1918.160
The definition was expanded in 1921 to include stock-for-stock and stock-for-asset
exchanges as well." Further expansion of Section 368 and its predecessors has
occurred since, with many of the changes since 1954 being designed to facilitate
the ease with which triangular reorganizations-reorganizations in which either
the acquiring or the acquired corporation used a subsidiary to effect the transaction
(e.g., by having the subsidiary, not the corporation itself, acquire the assets ofthe
acquired corporation)--could be performed.""
As is also true of Section 351, reorganizations are not pure creatures of
statute. Courts have interpreted the meaning of Section 368(a) and its predecessors for many years. For example, even a merger under state law must possess
the element of "continuity of proprietary interest" if it is to qualify as a merger
that is a reorganization under Section 368(a)(l)(A).'" This continuity requires
that the transferor's shareholders possess a continuing interest in the transferee.
They must receive a proprietary interest-stock, not debt, even if it is the
transferee's non-voting preferred stock"'-and this interest must constitute a
sufficient amount of the total consideration they have received from the
6
transferee; e.g., fifty percent, not sixteen percent, of such consideration. S
Once an exchange has been characterized as a reorganization under Section
368(a), other statutes, such as Sections 354, 1032, and 361, provide that the
participants to the exchange ordinarily need not recognize whatever gain or loss
they have realized.'"
The basic definition of reorganizations is somewhat amplified by Section 368(aX2). This latter
section, for example, permits a corporation to engage in a triangular merger, where the transferor
corporation either isacquired by the transferee corporation's subsidiary-a forward triangular merger,
see I.R.C. § 368(a)(2)(D) (1997)-or the transferor corporation survives, by acquiring the subsidiary

of the transferee corporation and the transferor's shareholders end up becoming shareholders of the
transferee-a reverse triangular merger, see I.R.C. §368(a)(2)(E) (1997).
160. See supra text accompanying note 148.
161. Revenue Act of 1921, Pub. L. No. 98, 42 Stat. 227, at § 202(c)(2).
162. See generally Daniel M. Schneider & Paul E. Hoelschen, Jr., Federal Tax Aspects of
Corporate Reorganizations ch. 12 (1988) (discusses triangular reorganizations, including their history).
163. See generally Helvering v. Minnesota Tea Co., 296 U.S. 378, 56 S.Ct. 269 (1935); Bittker
& Eustice, supra note 46, 12.2118]; Schneider & Hoelschcn, supra note 162, 5.02.
164. See, e.g., John A. Nelson Co. v. Helvering, 296 U.S. 374, 56 S. Ct. 273 (1935).
165. Compare Rev. Rul. 66-224, 1966-2 C.B. 114 (50% constitutes adequate consideration to
qualify transaction as I.R.C. section 368(aXi )(A) transaction) and Rev. Proc. 77-37, 1977-2 C.B. 568
(Internal Revenue Service will issue advanced ruling that Section 368(a)(I)(A) transaction has
occurred if at least 50% of total consideration is transferee's stock) with Kass v. Commissioner, 60
T.C. 218 (1973), af'd without opinion, 491 F.2d 749 (3d Cir. 1974) (16% does not constitute
sufficient continuity of proprietary interest).
166. Consider this example.
Example. Corporation T is merged into Corporation A under state law. A's sole
shareholder, Individual M, exchanges her T stock solely for A stock. A's basis in her T
stock is$500 and, at the time of the exchange, the Tstock and the Astock are both worth
$10,000.
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If the participants in the reorganization do not recognize gain or loss, then
they theoretically must obtain a basis in the property they just received that
compels them to somehow recognize an equal amount of gain or loss later,
assuming that the values of property received do not change.167
b. Policy
Little distinguishes the original policy behind reorganizations from the policy
underlying transfers to controlled corporations. Both are rooted in early federal
income tax law. The stated policy behind reorganizations, as was true of
transfers to controlled corporations, was to promote business readjustments,
lessen uncertainty, and avoid taxing paper profits.168
Subsequently, however, reorganizations were singled out for further scrutiny,
as they received substantial review in 1934. The House Ways and Means
Committee was concerned that the provisions governing "exchanges" and
"reorganizations" were being used to avoid tax.' 69 The lure of eliminating the

Under I.R.C. section 1001(a), M will realize $9,500 gain as she exchanges her T stock for the M
stock. $9,500 gain realized=$10,000 amount realized-$500 basis in T stock. Because she meets
Section 354(a), however, she does not recognize this $9,500 gain. Section 354(a) provides that gain
or loss isnot recognized when stock or securities in aparty to areorganization are exchanged solely
for stock or securities of another party to a reorganization, pursuant to a plan of reorganization.
Section 368(b) defines a party to a reorganization to include both corporations when one acquires
another. Treas. Reg. Section 1.368-1 (c) defines a plan of reorganization to:
contemplate the bona fide execution of one of the transactions specifically described as
a reorganization in section 368(a) and for the bona fide consummation of each of the
requisite acts under which nonrecognition of gain is claimed.
Thus, the elements of Section 354 appear to be met here.
Section 356 provides an analogue to Section 351(b). In other words, if M receives cash 6r boot
in addition to A stock, she recognizes gain she has realized up to the amount of the boot received.
She does not recognize loss under Section 356(c).
A's exchange of its stock with T for T assets does not lead to A's recognition of gain or loss
because Section 1032 prevents a corporation from recognizing gain or loss whenever it exchanges
its stock for other property, as A does when it exchanges its stock for 7's assets.
Finally, T may realize gain or loss when it exchanges its assets with A for A stock. it will not
recognize this gain, however, because the transaction also meets the conditions of Section 361.
Section 361(a) provides that a corporation that is a party to areorganization does not recognize gain
or loss if it exchanges property with another party to the reorganization in exchange for the latter's
stock or securities, if done pursuant to a plan of reorganization. See also I.R.C. § 357(a) (1997)
(discharge of debt by acquired corporation does not disqualify transaction from nonrecognition),
which is discussed in the context of Section 351, supra note 133. But see I.R.C. § 361(c) (1997)
(situations in which taxpayer may recognize gain).
167. For example, in the example in the preceding note, M realized $9,500 gain. If her basis
in the A stock were $500-the same basis she had in the T stock-and the stock still were worth
$10,000 when she sold it, she would be compelled to recognize the same amount of gain she did not
recognize in the merger. I.R.C. section 358 achieves this goal, by giving M a $500 basis in her A
stock. For further discussion of I.R.C. § 358 (1997), see supra note 134.
168. See supra note 152. See also supra note 153 (other policy considerations).
169. H.R. Rep. No. 73-704, at 12-14 (1934), reprinted in 1939-1 (Pt. 2) C.B. 554, 563-65.
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nonrecognition made available to reorganizations notwithstanding, repeal did not
occur. Such an act would severely:
handicap ...

legitimate exchanges and reorganizations.

Moreover,

reorganizations are now being consummated in the majority of cases in
order to reduce the capital structure and quite generally show a loss. In
the past, the reverse was true, and reorganizations were carried out to
expand the capital structure and generally showed a gain ....

[U]nder

present .circumstances, the wiser policy is to amend the provisions
drastically to stop the known cases
of tax avoidance, rather than to
70
eliminate the sections completely.
The report continued, proposing two changes, one of which would have
limited divisive reorganizations, in order to counter the tax avoidance scheme
sought by the taxpayer in the recent cases involving the Gregory taxpayer. 7 '
The other would have limited the scope of transactions qualifying as reorganizations. The report stated:
By these limitations the committee believes that it has removed the
danger that taxable sales can be cast into the form of a reorganization,
while at the same time, legitimate reorganizations, required in order to
strengthen the financial condition of the corporation, will be permitted. "'
The Senate Finance Committee agreed with the House Ways and Means
Committee's concerns about tax avoidance, but did not take such drastic
action. 7 ' It accepted a limit on divisive reorganizations, but rejected any
incursion into the definition of reorganizations.' 7' The Senate version prevailed.'" Interestingly, none of the original reasons for gracing reorganizations
with nonrecognition were attacked. 7 ' Thus, it seems reasonable to believe that
Congress thought that not taxing paper profits was still a good idea and,
furthermore, that permitting business readjustments was important as well.
170.
171.

Id. at 12-13, reprinted in 1939-1 (Pt. 2) C.B. 563-564.
Gregory v. Helvering, 293 U.S. 465, 55 S. Ct. 266 (1935), was decided by the Supreme

Court in the year following the Revenue Act's enactment. But the lower court decisions occurred
earlier. See Gregory v. Commissioner, 27 B.T.A. 223 (1932), rev'd sub nom. Helvering v. Gregory,
69 F.2d 809 (2d Cir. 1934). The Second Circuit decision was affirmed by the Supreme Court, as
just noted. The Second Circuit rendered its opinion on March 19, 1934, over a month after the
committee published its report. Of course, the Board of Tax Appeals decision was rendered long
before the report's publication.
172. H.R. Rep. No. 73-704, at 14, reprinted in 1939-1 (Pt. 2) C.B. at 564.
173. S. Rep. No. 73-558, at 16-17 (1934), reprinted in 1939-1 (Pt. 2) C.B. 586, 598.
174. See id.
175. See HR. Rep. No. 73-1385, at 21-22, reprinted in 1939 (Pt. 2) C.B. 627, 632.
176. Indeed, the Senate committee asserted that reorganizations were being executed "in the
majority of cases to reduce the capital structure, and to strengthen the financial condition of the
participating corporations." S. Rep. No. 73-558, at 17, reprintedin 1939-1 C.B. (Pt. 2), at 599.
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D. PartnershipTransformations
1. Introduction
In some ways, taxation of partnership transformations is less formal than the
taxation of corporate transformations. Control need not be possessed by
transferors of property to partnerships immediately after the exchange;
furthermore, the same rule governs both partners and partnerships.
This portion ofthe article does not address partnership transformations other
than organizations because the article's primary focus is on conversions into
partnerships. Thus, post-organization partnership events are of relatively little.
importance to the article. Nevertheless, such transformations occur and are
77
important to the practice of partnership taxation.1
2. Organization: Section 721
a. Statutory Overview
The erganization of partnerships is largely governed by three statutes and,
as is true of corporate formations, by amplifications thereof by courts and by the
Internal Revenue Service. These statutes share some of the themes present in
Section 351 and its attendant statutes, viz., nonrecognition ofgain or loss realized
and basis in property ideally intended to insure the later taxation of an amount
equal to the untaxed gain or loss.
The three statutes are Sections 721, 722, and 723. Section 721 provides
nonrecognition both to the persons contributing to the partnership and to the
partnership, and it does not require that the contributing investors control the
partnership immediately after the exchange. Section 722 endows the contributing
partner with a basis in -the partnership equal to whatever her basis was in the
property she contributed. And Section 723 gives the partnership a basis in the
contributed property equal to whatever the contributing partner's basis was in the
78
property.

177.

See supra note 12. See generally McKee, et al., supra note 46, chs. 12, 19 (termination

of a partnership, and taxation of distributions, including those made in a termination).

178.

Consider this example

Example. Individuals A and B decide to form a partnership in which they will be equal
50-50 partners. A contributes $5,000 cash and B contributes equipment for the business
in which her basis is $4,500, the fair market value of which is $5,000.
Under I.R.C. section 721, neither A and B nor the partnership will recognize any gain or loss they
may realize as they exchange their properties, respectively, for equal partnership interests. Because
A is contributing cash, she will not realize any gain or loss, so she does not care whether Section 721
applies. B cares, however, because she has $500 of gain she has realized which she would
undoubtedly prefer to avoid recognizing. Section 721 applies, and does apply regardless ofwhether
she has an 80% interest in the partnership, a 50% interest, or a 19% interest. (The latter two figures
would lead to different results if the applicable section were Section 35 1.) See supra note 128. But
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These rules regarding the organization of a partnership are supplemented by
rules regarding the effect of debt upon an organization. These rules, set forth in
Section 752 and accompanying regulations, distinguish between a partner's
increase and decrease in her "share of the liabilities of a partnership," and also
between recourse and nonrecourse debt which, in turn, affects the amount of her
share of a partnership's liabilities.
First, a partner's increase or decrease in her share of the partnership's
liabilities is treated by Sections 752(a) and 752(b) as if she has contributed
money to, or received money from, the partnership. Under Sections 705 and
722, such a contribution would increase her basis in her partnership interest, and
such a distribution would decrease her basis in her partnership interest under
Sections 705 and 733.179
Second, the type of debt affects the amount of the debt a partner is
considered either to assume or to be relieved of. If the debt is recourse debt, a
typical example being the debtor's personal obligation for her car loan or
residential mortgage to the creditor,' then the debtor/partner's share of debt

see I.R.C. §§ 721(h) (1997) (gain recognized upon transfer to investmentcompany-type partnership);
7704 (publicly-traded partnership treated as corporation, not partnership); Keyser, supra note 153 (tax
partnership formation).
Under Section 722, A and B's basis in their partnership interests would be $5,000 and $4,500,
respectively. A had no gain to recognize after the contribution, so it stands to reason that she would
recognize no gain from the sale of her partnership interest at $5,000 immediately after the
partnership's organization. Giving A abasis of $5,000 in her partnership interest achieves this goal.
B had $500 of gain in the property she contributed, which she would have both realized and
recognized had she sold the property. By contributing it to the partnership, she did not recognize
the gain. She will recognize the same amount of gain-$500--if she turns around and immediately
resells her partnership interest when she receives it because her amount realized from such a sale,
$5,000, exceeds her basis in the interest, $4,500, by $500.
Section 723 gives the partnership a basis in the property it has received equal to the contributing
partner's bases in the property. As with Section 362(a), see supra note 134, this prevents negation of
Section 721. Whether B,for example, sells her partnership interest or the partnership sells the property
B contributed to it, an amount equal to B's unrecognized gain of$500 will be recognized and taxed.
179. These principles can be illustrated with the following example.
Example. Individuals A and B form a partnership, and are equal partners. Acontributes
property in which her basis is $1,000, and which is worth $3,000. In addition, the
property is subject to a $200 liability, of which A is relieved as she makes her
contribution.
A's basis in her partnership interest, absent the debt, would be the same as her basis in the
contributed property, i.e., $1,000. See supra note 178. Whether the debt is recourse or not affects
A and B's respective liabilities. The contribution relieves A of a $200 obligation but, because she
is a 50% partner, she immediately becomes liable for $100 ofthe obligation, such that her basis, after
application of I.R.C. sections 752(a) and 752(b), is$900. $900=$1,000 basis-S200 decrease in basis
(I.R.C. §§ 752(b), 705(aX2), 733 (1997)) + $100 increase in basis (I.R.C. §§ 752(a), 722, 70 5(aXI)
(1997)). See also Tress. Reg. § 1.752-1(0 (1991) (when same transaction both increases and
decreases liabilities, two consequences must be netted).
180. See Treas. Reg. § l.752-2(a) (1991) (dcfines recourse debt); cf Commissionerv. Tufts, 461
U.S. 300, 103 S. Ct. 1826, reh'g denied, 463 U.S. 1215, 103 S. Ct. 3555 (1983) (discusses
nonrecourse debt, which occurred in the case in a commercial real estate transaction).
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is "the portion of that liability, if any, for which the partner ... bears the
economic risk of loss."'' In turn, this economic risk of loss arises, and if the

partnership were to constructively liquidate, "the partner... would be obligated
to make a payment to a person ...

because that liability becomes due and

payable.' 812 In contrast, if the debt is not recourse debt, as might occur in a
commercial real estate loan, then her share ofthe debt is determined by her share
of the partnership minimum gain, Section 704(c) gain, and excess nonrecourse

liabilities in accordance with the partner's share of partnership profits. 8 3
Assignment-of-income problems must be considered in connection with the
organization of partnerships, just as they were with the organization of

corporations. It is perhaps even more problematic here, because assignment of

income is an integral part of the structure of partnerships. Most notably,
partnerships permit the allocation of income, deductions, and other tax attributes

to partners other than in a manner that reflects their ownership interests. The
shareholder of a C corporation who owns ten percent of the corporation's stock
can expect to receive ten percent of all dividends distributed to its shareholders.1" Similarly, the shareholder of an S corporation who owns ten percent of
the corporation's stock can expect to have taxed to her ten percent of all of the
corporation's income, deductions, and other tax attributes.185 But a ten percent

partner may have ten percent, more or less, of the partnership's income taxed to
her. She also may have a particular type of income, and all or only some of the
partnership's deductions or a particular type of deduction, or other tax attributes
taxed to her. All that is necessary under Section 704(b) is that this special
allocation have a "substantial economic effect."'8 6

181. Tress. Reg. § 1.752-2(a) (as amended in 1992).
182. Treas. Reg. § 1.752-2(b) (as amended in 1992). Thus, if the $200 debt in the example in
supra note 179 were a recourse debt, A and B's equal partnership status would insure that, if the
partnership were to constructively liquidate, A would be liable for $100 of the debt. After she
decreases her basis by $200, therefore, she must increase it by $100. See Treas. Reg, § 1.752-2(t)
Ex. I (as amended in 1992) (illustrates when a partner bears the economic risk of loss).
183. See Treas. Reg. § 1.752-3(a) (1991). Even if the $200 debt in the example in supra note
179 were a nonrecourse debt, the result would be the same, because A's share of the partnership's
profits is still 50%.
184. See supra Section lII.B..
185. See supra 11I.C.I.
186. See supra note 79. Generally, an economic effect exists if the partners keep track of their
capital accounts in the manner prescribed by the I.R.C. section 704(b) regulations, and live and die
by those capital accounts, including receiving liquidation distributions according to their positive
capital accounts and deficits in capital accounts at liquidation. And the economic effect is substantial
if, judging from the vantage of when the allocation is made, at least one partner is better off, after
tax, than she would have been had there been no special allocation, and there is a strong likelihood
that no partner will be worse off, after tax, than she would have been had there been no special
allocation. See Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(b)(2) (as amended in 1977). But see, e.g., I.R.C. § 704(c)
(1997), for an example ofstatutory curbs on shifting of income in partnerships (gain or loss inherent
in property contributed to partnership for time preceding contribution allocated to partner who
contributed the property).
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Partnerships are inherently more fluid than corporations. As with corpora-

tions, once property is transferred to the partnership, income generated by the
property is no longer taxed-or taxed directly, at least-to the transferor of the
property." s7 The assignment of income has been legitimized in such a way that
it is difficult to judge the point at which assignment oversteps its bounds,' as
illustrated by the recent case of Schneer v. Commissioner. 8 9 There, a taxpayer
who was a partner in a law firm was required to determine whether fees
generated because he had been a partner in an old law firm were taxable to him
or to the new partnership. With one exception, the fees were earned as he
consulted with the old firm's clients, but after he had joined the new firm. In
both partnerships, income earned by a partner's professional activities-his or her
practice of law-were collected by the partnership and then distributed to each
of the partners according to his or her interest in the partnership's profits.

After concluding that the income was earned from an activity similar to the
new partnership's activity (i.e., the practice of law), and that the income had not

been earned before assignment to the new partnership, the court decided that the
old partnership's fees should be taxed to the new partnership, not to the

taxpayer. 9" In other words, were the fees derived from the old partnership

187. See supra note 135.
188. More than in the corporate area, many cases surrounding the organization of partnerships
differentiate that event from some other nonpartnership transaction, such as lending money to or
employing someone else. See generally McKee et al., supra note 46, 3.03. Assignment of income
also arises in partnership tax, see id. IM4.02[2]. 9.0115], 19.02[2), and isimplicit in any code which
permits transactions such as special allocations, supra note 79. But see supra note 76 (anti-abuse
regulation).
189. 97 T.C. 643 (1991).
190. Id. at 657, 658. In doing so, the court observed:
The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 provided the first comprehensive statutory scheme
for the tax treatment ofpartners and partnerships. No section of the 1954 Code, successive
amendments or acts, nor the legislative history specifically addresses the treatment of
income earned by partners in their individual capacity but which is pooled with other
partnership income. It is implicit in subchapter K, however, that the pooling of income
and losses of partners was intended by Congress. This question is more easily answered
where the partnership contracts with the client for services which are then performed by
the partner. The question becomes more complex where the partner contracts and
performs the services when he is a partner.
Moreover, no opinion contains a satisfactory rationale as to why partnership pooling
agreements do not come within the holding of Lucas v. Earl .... The fundamental
theme penned by Justice Holmes provides that the individual who cams income is liable
for the tax . . . It is obvious that the partnership, as an abstract entity, does not provide
the physical and mental activity that facilitates the process of "earning" income. Only a
partner can do so. The income earned is turned over to the partnership due solely to a
contractual agreement, i.e., an assignment, in advance, of income.
The pooling of income is essential to the meaningful existence of subchapter K. If
partners were not able to share profits inan amount disproportionate to the ratio in which
they earned the underlying income, the partnership provisions of the Code would, to some
extent, be rendered unnecessary ....
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fully earned before the taxpayer received them and automatically transferred
them to the new partnership, or had he not quite been entitled to them and, thus,
effectively assigned them to the new partnership? To the court, the latter
approach was the correct answer.
b. Policy

The rationale for not taxing a contribution to a partnership was articulated
in 1920 in Solicitor Opinion 42.2"' There, the Solicitor of Internal Revenue
stated that no gain or loss was realized by a partner contributing property to a
partnership; to do otherwise "would be to hold that [a] partner could make a
profit by selling to himself."' 92 Some relatively early cases also held that
contributions of property to a partnership 'were not realization events.193 It
seems arguable that the 1920 Solicitor Opinion was actually in the background
when Section 351's predecessor was eventually enacted in 1921, even though law
akin to Section 351 had first been proposed in 1918.'
In any case, the
Solicitor Opinion comprised the authority for not taxing organizations of

partnerships until enactment of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 when, for the
first time, contributions to a partnership became nonrecognition(not nonrealization) events for the partners and for the partnership in 1954 because of the
enactment of Sections 721-723.

Transfers to partnerships are not nearly as problematic as transfers to
corporations. Gain or loss realized in any transfer of property by a partner to a
partnership is simply not recognized. In contrast, gain or loss realized is not
recognized only in those transfers to a corporation in which the transferors
control the corporation after the exchange.' As was noted in connection with

The provisions ofsubchapter K tacitly imply that the pooling of income ispermissible.
Said implication may provide sufficient reason to conclude that a partnership should be
treated as an entity for the purpose of pooling the income of its partners. Under an entity
approach, the income would be considered that of the partnership rather than the partner.
even though the partner's individual efforts may have earned the income. If the
partnership istreated as an entity earning the income, then assignment-of-income concepts
would not come into play.
Id.

191. 3 C.B. 61 (1920).
192. Id. at 64. The legislative history of I.R.C. sections 351 and 368 also indicates Congress'
aversion to taxing purely paper profits. See supra note 152.
193. See Helvering v. Walbridge, 70 F.2d 683 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 293 U.S. 594, 55 S.Ct.
109 (1934) (in determining basis of appreciated property contributed to partnership, court rejected
concept that contribution to partnership was realization event); Archbald v. Commissioner, 27 B.T.A.
837 (1933) (nonacq.), a.fd, 70 F.2d 720 (2d Cir.), cert. denied sub nom., Helvering v. Archbald, 293
U.S. 594, 55 S.Ct. 109 (1934) (contribution to partnership was not realization event); Gen. Couns.
Mem. 10092, XI-I C.B. 114 (1932) (same), revoked on another issue, Gen. Couns. Mem. 26379,
1950-1 C.B. 58.
194. See supra notes 146-149.
195. See supra note 128. But cf I.R.C. §§ 704(c), 724, 735 (1997) (statutes which relate back
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transfers to corporations, gain or loss realized when property is disposed of that
is also recognized is a hallmark of a taxable sale.'"

Therefore, Congress

apparently determined that no transfer of property into a partnership ever should
be likened to a sale of property. In contrast, transfers to a corporation where
transferors did not control the corporation afterwards resembled a sale because
they were taxable.
On the other hand, a transfer to a corporation can have a minimal formal

effect, as an investor owns indirectly, through the corporation, that which she
formerly owned directly. This would be true whether, for example, one person
solely incorporated her business or two persons incorporated their businesses and
each took back stock proportionate to her investment in the corporation. In

contrast, all transfers of property to a partnership necessarily have a more
substantial effect, since at least two persons are necessary to form a partnership.'97 What one owned directly before, she can now own only half if she is

an equal partner in a two-person partnership, or she can now own only one-third
if she is an equal partner in a three-person partnership, etc. As with corporations, however, partners who receive partnership interests proportionate to their
investment in the partnership engage in a more minimal and formalistic

formation of a partnership.
V. PROPOSED TAXATION OF CORPORATE TRANSFORMATIONS INTO
PARTNERSHIPS
To recapitulate the preceding discussion, the two modes of taxing businesses
either are "tax" or "no tax." Business profits are taxed, whether directly to the
business and then to its owners, or directly to the .owners. On the other hand,
mid-stream transformations tend not to be taxed. Notwithstanding the gain or
loss realized by a party to the transformation, Congress determined that
transformations were not the appropriate time for taxing such gain or loss. But
an exception to the rule that transformations should not be taxed is for the
conversion of corporations, either into partnerships or proprietorships. The
transformation of a corporation into a partnership, and a proposed legislative
remedy to the problem, are discussed in this section of the article. The thesis of
this arficle is that a corporation's conversion into a partnership or an LLC should
not be taxed because it is more like the other nontaxable transformations than a
taxable distribution of the business' profits. The Code should be amended to
provide that gain or loss realized by a corporation or its shareholders, as it
converts into a partnership, should not be recognized.

to property before its contribution for which there is no analogue in taxation of C corporations).
196. See supra text following note 133.
197. See supra note 26.
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A. Introduction
As noted, the Code strongly promotes the policy of not taxing business
transformations, such as indorporation of a business or creation of a partnership,
or the merger of one corporation into another. The most glaring exception
occurs as a corporation is converted into a partnership. Quite possibly, Congress
simply did not foresee the benefits-seventy or at least forty years later-of such
a conversion when it more actively drafted statutes granting nonrecognition to
transformations in the early 1920s and in 1954. Such a benefit did not
crystallize until the recent advent of LLCs."'"
The remainder of this article discusses how corporations are taxed when they
are converted into partnerships, some proposals for how they should be taxed,
and sets forth a recommendation for its own scheme for taxing such conversions.
1. Present Taxation of Corporation-to-Partnership
Conversions
A corporation's conversion into a partnership is a recognition event. Simply
put, no nonrecognition statute, such as Sections 351 or 368, applies to the
conversion. Gain or loss may be realized by the corporation in a conversion as
it relinquishes its assets to the partnership and ceases to exist. Similarly, the
owner ceases being a shareholder and becomes a partner. These dispositions of
assets and stock necessarily entail the "disposition" of property which is, of
course, a ralization event under Section 100 1(a) and which, in turn, is ordinarily
a recognition event under Section 1001(c) as well.' 99
If the conversion is not a nonrecognition transaction, how is it treated? It
might be argued that because some business continues to exist, its profits should
not be taxed other than as they would normally have been taxed, given the form
of the business. But current law likens this to the liquidation of a corporation
and the organization of a partnership. In other words, the Code recognizes
business terminations and business creations and has statutory schemes for coping
with these events. In contrast, it does not recognize some diffuse, theoretical
continuation of business.
Thus, when a corporation converts into a partnership (or, more specifically,
an LLC), the appropriate mode for taxing the transaction is to treat the
corporation as if it has liquidated and that the shareholders have reconstituted
their business association as a partnership."' 0

198. Again, transformations of corporations into proprietorships are taxed, but a discussion of
the negation of taxation of that transformation is beyond the scope of this article. See supra text
following note 13. Furthermore, a second level of tax was imposed on liquidations in 1986. See
supra Section lII.B.2.
199. See supra note 10.
200. Seegenerally Jill E.Darrow, Limited Liability Companiesand S Corporations:Deciding
Which Is Optimaland Whether to Convert to LLC Status, 48 Tax Law. 1, 31-35 (1994) (discusses

tax consequences of conversion); Richard M. Lipton, Choice ofEntity: How to Choose. How to
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Two taxable events may occur when a C corporation liquidates. First, the
corporation is taxed itself as it either sells property in liquidation or as it
distributes property to its shareholders in liquidation.2"' Second, the shareholders are taxed on distributions made by a liquidating corporation. Gain or loss
from such a distribution is inevitably treated as capital gain or loss under Section
331, which
treats the distribution as "full payment in exchange for the
2
stock.

20

Even if the liquidated corporation is an S corporation, these two taxes are
incurred. While the corporation itself is not taxed on its gain as it sells its
property in liquidation or under'Section 336 as it distributes property in
liquidation, the income so generated is taxed to its shareholders. Furthermore,
they are taxed on capital gain under Section 331 as they receive distributions in
liquidation.0 3
Liquidations attendant upon the conversion of a corporation into an LLC
may occur in a variety of ways under federal income tax law. Private rulings
that preceded promulgation of the Section 7701 regulations in 1997, for example,
tended to follow one of two patterns. First, a corporation's shareholders could
form an LLC. Then, the corporation transfers its assets to the LLC in exchange
for interests in the LLC, and the corporation can then distribute the interests in
the LLC to its shareholders as it liquidates. Second, the shareholders could form
an LLC and then merge the corporation into the LLC, which necessitates the
liquidation of the corporation. Both methods have been used, although the
merger and subsequent liquidation seems to be more common.'"
A third possibility was set forth in regulations proposed under Section 7701
later in 1997.205 If an election is made under the 1997 regulations, .these
proposed regulations prescribe the treatment of the conversion. Should an entity,
eligible to elect under the regulations, voluntarily convert from taxation as an
assocation taxable as a corporation into taxation as a partnership, the association
is deemed to occur through the corporation's distribution of its assets and
liabilities to its shareholders, followed by the shareholders' immediate contribution

Change, 72 Taxes 309, 318 (1994) (same).
201. See supra Section lll.B.2.
202. I.R.C. § 331(a) (1997) (emphasis added). The exchange status therefore endows the
distribution with capital gain or loss under I.R.C. section 1222 assuming, as is likely, that the
shareholder owned her stock as a capital asset. See supra note 42.
203. See supra note 61.
204. For an example of the asset transfer and liquidation, see Priv. Ltr. Rul. 9701032 (Jan. 3,
1997) (subsidiary liquidated and assets then transferred to LLC). For examples of the merger and
liquidation, see Priv. Lr. Rul. 9701029 (Jan. 3, 1997) (merger of corporation into LLC followed by
distribution ofcorporation's interests in LLC to corporation's shareholders); 9543017 (Oct. 27, 1995)
(same); 9409016 (Mar. 4, 1994) (same); 9409014 (Nov. 29, 1993) (same); 9404021 (Jan. 28, 1994)
(same). Private Letter Ruling 9543017 is noteworthy because the merged corporation was an S
corporation.
205. See Prop. Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-3(g), 62 Fed. Reg. 55,768 (1997).
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of these assets and liabilities to the newly-formed partnership. °6 The form of
the liquidation should not affect the taxation of the liquidation. For example, in
either case, the liquidation and its consequent taxation are taken into account. For
example, if the corporation and the LLC respectively exchange their assets for
interests, and the corporation distributes these LLC interests to the shareholders
as it liquidates, then the liquidation is taxable to the shareholders and the
liquidating corporation. An exception exists for a shareholder that is a corporation
because nonrecognition is available under Section 332 to a corporate shareholder
that liquidates a controlled subsidiary. 7 In such a case, the nonrecognition
available under Section 337 to a liquidating corporation that distributes its assets
to its controlling shareholder also would shield the liquidating subsidiary from tax.
Regardless ofwhether Sections 332 and 337 do or do not apply, the contributions
made by the transferors of property to the LLC or the LLC's distribution of its
interests to these transferors would not be taxable under Section 721 28
Alternatively, a merger of the corporation into the LLC, followed by the
corporation's liquidation, leads to nonrecognition of gain by the corporation and
by the LLC into which it merges under Section 721. Distributions made by the
corporation as it liquidates are taxable. Again, Sections 332 and 337 protect the
liquidating corporation and its shareholder from recognizing gain if the latter
controls the former. 2 9 Thus, if a corporation converts into a partnership, both
it and its shareholders are taxed, absent the special circumstances of a corporation's liquidation by its corporate parent.
What devices exist to enable a corporation and its shareholders to avoid
taxation? Doing nothing-i.e., not becoming an LLC-avoids taxation but
precludes the corporation from being taxed as a partnership. Under current tax
law, the best means for avoiding taxation and using LLCs is to use a common
tax device that "freezes" events. For example, a parent may freeze the value of
her property so that when she dies the value of property that has increased since
the time of the "freeze" inures to her children's benefit. She might do this by
transferring the growth in her business-e.g., common stock in a corporation-to
her children and retaining the interest less likely to appreciate-e.g.,the preferred
stock. Her estate tax is diminished because the size of her estate has been
frozen.2"0
In a somewhat different twist, a corporation may "freeze" the value of its
property by contributing an asset to a partnership in exchange for a preferred

206. See Prop. Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-3(g)(|)(ii), 62 Fed. Reg. 55,768 (1997).
207. See supra note 67.
208. This type of situation is noted in the first sentence of supra note 204. Nonrecognition was
available in this ruling because one corporation owned all the stock of the liquidating corporation.
209. This type of situation is noted in the second sentence ofsupra note 204. Of the examples
set forth in that sentence, Private Letter Rulings 9409016, 9409014, and 9404021 involved Sections
332 and 337 nonrecognition.

210. -See generally Richard B.Stephens et al., Federal Estate and Gift Taxation ch. 19 (7th ed.,
1997).
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interest in the partnership. Other partners-most probably the corporation's
shareholders-contribute other property, such as cash, to the partnership in
exchange for less senior partnership interests."' The consequence of the
formation of the partnership in this manner is to fix the corporation's investment
at a relatively certain amount, and to permit the less senior interests in the
partnership to appreciate. Furthermore, the shareholders' interests in the
corporation have been diverted to the partnership, so that if and when the
partnership assets are sold and the partnership liquidates, the partners receive
capital gain, taxed at lower rates, as opposed to the double tax imposed on the
transaction if the corporation had sold its assets and then been liquidated-once
at the corporate level and again at the shareholder level.
The freeze has two effects. First, it diverts income to the corporation's
owners-the other partners-through a pass-through entity, the partnership-and
therefore diminishes the impact of the double tax on C corporations. Furthermore, the freeze ideally prevents further appreciation to the value of assets
locked in the corporation. Avoidance of double taxation is likely to make a
freeze more attractive to shareholders of a C than an S corporation. Nevertheless, the second effect may be significant enough or other reasons may exist to
compel an S corporation to engage in a freeze.
Thus, current law permits a corporation to transform into a partnership, but
taxes the conversion. Alternatively, a corporation may transfer assets into a
partnership, but this route is more circuitous and not very efficient, especially
when measured against the straightforward nonrecognition sanctioned by statute
in other types of transformations. Why should conversions of corporations into
partnerships-or, more specifically, conversions ofScorporations into LLCs-be
distinguished from other conversions because they are taxed? And, if there is no
good reason, why not change the statutes governing the taxation of these
conversions so that they no longer are taxed?
2. Some Proposals for Taxing Corporation-to-Partnership Conversions

Literature surrounding corporation-to-partnershipconversions seems to dwell
on the current taxation of the event more than how to remedy this taxation. But
at least three proposals have been made to change the taxation of converting
corporations into partnerships.212 All flow from the increased popularity of

211.
212.

See generally Lipton, supra note 200, at 318-19.
See also Treasury/IRS 1997 Business Plan, 74 Tax Notes 1230 (1997) (Internal Revenue

Service plans to provide administrative guidance by end of 1997 on "elective conversion of an entity
from partnership status to corporate status and vice versa"). Professor Hammill also briefly
speculates on "what if'
S corporations were taxed as partnerships. Hamill, supra note 13, at 409-10.
Such speculation does not rise to the level of a proposal and, even if it did, still requires
implementation. The statutory formality attached to many transactions, especially transformations,

but the Code leads to this author's desire to urge enactment of statutory nonrecognition on
corporation to partnership transformations, not merely S corporations converted into partnerships.
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LLCs and the check-the-box approach to entity characterization fostered by the
Internal Revenue Service's issuance of Notice 95-14. " The Corporate Tax
Committee of the Tax Section of the State Bar of California made the more
comprehensive suggestion about taxing corporations that convert into partnerships. Leslie Samuels, then-Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy in the Treasury
Department, made a brief statement as well, as did the Treasury Department.
The Tax Section's proposal is addressed first.
a. Proposalof the CorporateTax Committee of the Tax Section of
the State Bar of California
Shortly after Notice 95-14 was issued, the Corporate Tax Committee of the
Tax Section of the State Bar ofCalifornia proposed that corporations be permitted
to convert into partnerships without incurring a substantial tax burden.2 4 The
committee grounded the proposal squarely in the increasing popularity of LLCs
and this popularity's effect on choices of entity being made by entrepreneurs. 1
As the committee turned from the likelihood to the taxation ofthese conversions,
it questioned the propriety of taxing such conversions.
The committee perceived a lack of horizontal equity if newly-organized
entities could effortlessly check the box to determine their form of taxation, most
probably as LLCs taxable as partnerships, while preexisting entities-alreadyoperating S and Ccorporations-were compelled to continue to be taxed as S or
C corporations. These organizations could escape their present mode oftaxation
16
only by incurring the taxes imposed upon the liquidation of a corporation.
This inequity and the increasing obsolescenceof S corporations led the committee
to make two proposals. In both cases, the committee argued only for a "one-time
window." First, S corporations should be permitted to convert into an LLC or a
partnership "ifrequirements similar to those imposed on" a Type F reorganization
are met, including conditions such as continuity ofshareholder interest, continuity
of business enterprise, and the existence of a business purpose. Second, C
corporations should be permitted to convert into an LLC or a partnership at less
cost than Sections 331 and 336 ordinarily impose upon the liquidation of a C
corporation. Instead, the committee proposed that (i) a corporation be permitted
to pay tax on the corporate level gain over five years and the shareholders be
Professor Eustice also was an early voice in the wilderness. See James S.Eustice, Subchapter S
Corporations and Partnerships: A Search for the Pass Through Paradigm (Some Preliminary

Proposals), 39 Tax L. Rev. 345, 389-91 (1984).
The Service also has proposed treating the voluntary conversion of an entity that is taxed as a
corporation into one that is taxed as a partnership as if it had liquidated and distributed its assets and
liabilities to its shareholders, and that the shareholders then contributed these items to the partnership.
See Prop. Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-3(g), 62 Fed. Reg. 55,768 (1997).
213. See supra note 6.

214.

See 95 TNT 147-46 (July 28, 1995) ("Comments").

215.
216.

See id.Section II.
See id.Section IlIB.
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permitted to avoid tax entirely, if requirements similar to a Type F reorganization
were met; or (ii) a corporation should be taxed on the conversion on a deferred
basis, along lines
similar to the Section 1374 tax imposed on an S corporation's
1' 7
built-in gains.
By way of explanation, it should be noted that the committee was relying on
concepts used elsewhere in business tax. Under Section 368(a)(1)(F), a Type F
reorganization occurs when a corporation undergoes "a mere change in identity,
form, or place of organization." For example, a New York corporation's
reincorporation in Delaware is treated as a Type F reorganization."' s The
preconditions the committee would attach to deferring gain on the conversion of
a corporation into a partnership--continuity of shareholder interest and business
enterprise as well as business purpose-are not necessarily more rigorous for Type
F reorganizations than they are for other types of reorganizations. 1 Section
1374 taxes an S corporation on its "built-in gain." Even as corporations were
compelled to recognize gain or loss whether they distributed or sold property in
liquidation beginning in 1987, so too did Congress fear that gain at the corporate
level might remain untaxed if the corporation at issue were an S corporation.
Thus, Section 1374 was enacted in 1986 to tax these built-in gains.
The committee limited the conversion of S corporations into partnerships to
"a one-time window" in order to avoid having "a significant revenue impact."" 0
The committee was concerned that without the ability to avoid tax, owners of S
corporations would refuse to convert into LLCs, despite their probable willingness
to do so if they were starting fresh. Nor would they be required to enter into the
"gamesmanship" of contributing property to a newly-formed LLC they would
form with their shareholders.22' Similarly, the committee believed that its
proposal for taxing C corporations as they converted into LLCs would be "a
revenue raiser (or, at worst, [be] revenue neutral)., 2
Ideally, a toll charge
would be ascertained that could raise revenue, yet still entice businesses to shed
their C corporation status and become LLCs.223
b. Statement of Leslie Samuels, Assistant Secretaryfor Tax Policy,
TreasuryDepartment
Shortly after Notice 95-14 was issued, Leslie Samuels, Assistant Secretary
for Tax Policy in the Treasury Department, suggested that S corporations be

217. See id. Section IV.
218. See Rev. Rul. 57-276, 1957-1 C.B. 126 (reincorporation in another state is a Type F
reorganization).
219. See generally Bittker & Eustice, supra note 46, at Ch. 12 (discusses reorganizations).
12.28 (discusses Type F reorganizations).
220. See Comments, supra note 214, Section IV.B.
221. See id.; supra note 211 (discusses freezes).
222. See Comments, supra note 214. Section IV.C.3.
223. See id.
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permitted to convert into LLCs "at least for a limited period of time" without
paying tax. He hoped that such a provision would be included in legislation
regarding S corporations. While legislation regarding Scorporations was enacted
soon thereafter, it did not address nonrecognition for converting S corporations
into LLCs.2" 4
c. Treasury DepartmentTax Simplification Proposals
Finally, the Treasury Department issued a report in April 1997 to simplify
the federal tax laws. One--of several-proposals was aimed at S corporation
conversions into partnerships. The Treasury Department proposed permitting an
S corporation to "elect on a tax-free basis to be treated as a partnership" for tax
purposes. The S corporation would be required to have no old C corporation
earnings and profits and to recognize built-in gain at conversion. This proposal
would simply let S corporations retain their state-law corporation form instead
of converting into partnerships, in order to save the fees associated with a change
of form. 2
B. Policiesfor Taxing Conversions of Corporationsinto Partnerships
Corporations that convert into partnerships--or, more specifically, C or S
corporations that convert into LLCs-are usually taxed under current law. Tax
is imposed because the conversion is treated as a liquidation, and corporate
liquidations are ordinarily taxed, both to the corporation as it liquidates (either
as it sells property in liquidation or makes distributions in liquidation) and to its
shareholders as they receive distributions in liquidation. Tax may be avoided in
the limited circumstance of a conversion somehow attached to a liquidation into
a corporate parent.22 Tax also may be avoided if the corporation is simply
continued, and it and its shareholders form a partnership.227 Neither scheme
is accomplished easily. A parent-subsidiary group may not exist, or a corporation and its shareholders may not be able to join together easily in order to form
a partnership. Thus, no simple method presently exists that permits a corporation
or its shareholders to convert the corporation into a partnership without incurring
tax.

224. See 95 TNT 146-26 (July 27, 1995). The Scorporation legislation was set forth in the
Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-188, 110 Slat. 1755 (1996) (enacted
August 8, 1996).
225. See Department of Treasury, Taxpayer Bill of Rights 3 and Taxpayer Simplification
Proposals 1ID (Treasury Dep't 1997). See also New York State Bar Ass'n, Tax Section, Tax
Correspondence, 97 TNT 104-15 (1997) (approves and critiques Treasury Department's conversion
proposal).
226. See supra note 207.
227. See supra notes 211 (formation of partnership), 212 (proposed regulations for conversion

of association taxable as corporation into a partnership).
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Three proposals have been made for converting corporations into partnerships on a less cumbersome basis. Two of the proposals suggest that conversions
be permitted on a tax-free basis one time only. A reason for the one-time
conversion is offered only in one proposal, and that reason is to not diminish tax
revenues, while simultaneously permitting conversions to occur as freely as
possible."'
Why permit a tax-free conversion to occur at all? And, if it is to be
permitted, who should mandate it and what should be the contours of the
conversion; for example, should such a conversion be permitted to occur once
or repeatedly?
Congress is the appropriate institution to initiate change in this area. Other
transformations are permitted, but always under the aegis of statutes, such as
Sections 351, 368 and 721. Of course, other authority surrounds these statutes.
Some of this authority is drawn by other statutes, by courts, or by the Internal
Revenue Service.22 9 But courts have not established rules independently
permitting other business transformations to occur without the imposition of tax.
Nor should courts be expected to do so when dealing with the transformation of
a corporation into a partnership, and the Service should not draw rules in this
area. The tightly-drawn scheme of nonrecognition statutes suggests that the
Service could not extend nonrecognition to corporation-to-partnership conversions.230
The proposal of the Corporate Tax Committee of the Tax Section of the
State Bar of California for permitting corporation-partnership conversions
essentially argues that business should be permitted to flow more freely; LLCs
have increasingly gained popularity, a status formerly occupied by S corporations. This is implicit in the Treasury Department's proposal as well. Without
some means of permitting C or S corporations to convert into LLCs, businesses
will become contorted because they cannot convert without incurring tax. Thus,
the committee would permit corporations, especially S corporations, to convert
into partnerships, especially LLCs, without causing the participants to pay tax,
would
or at least not currently. It might impose some toll charge, and certainly
23
not let a conversion occur a second time without triggering tax. I
Over seventy years ago, Congress enacted laws permitting other transformations to occur without incurring tax. Its reasons included diminishing uncertainty, preventing taxpayers from taking "colorable losses.. . in fictitious exchanges," and not interfering with "necessary business readjustments."2'32 To some

228. See supra notes 220-223.
229. See supra Section IV.C, D.
230. See supra note 106. Its proposed regulations indicate that it does not want to either. See
Prop. Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-3(g)(l)(ii), 52 Fed. Reg. 55,768 (1997).
231. See supra Section VA.2.a. See also ALl Memorandum No. 2, supra note 46, at 21-22
(notes possible size of transition costs, should a uniform method of taxing businesses be adopted).
232.

See supra note 152.
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extent, these rationales are compelling reasons for extending nonrecognition of
gain or loss to transformations of corporations into partnerships.
The predictive aspect of tax law-e.g., "IfI engage in action x, I can expect
to pay $y tax."-is an essential part of tax practice and business planning.233
Taxation of corporation-to-partnership conversions already has a predictive
element; it is just an unattractive one. If other transformations enjoyed
nonrecognition and were permitted in order to diminish uncertainty, it follows
that uncertainty would be diminished just as much if this type of conversion were
permitted without triggering tax.
The risk that an entrepreneur would transfer depreciated property to a
controlled entity in order to take a loss into account and deduct it is as great if
that entity is a corporation instead of a partnership. If she can trigger recognition
of that loss when transferring it to a corporation (e.g., by selling property to a
corporation and thus avoiding Section 351),"' she can trigger recognition of
that loss when transferring it to a partnership as well, again by selling the
property and thus avoiding Section 721.'" Thus, the nonrecognition of losses
that prompted enactment of Section 351 equally justifies enactment of a statute
that would compel nonrecognition of losses upon the transfer of property as a
corporation transforms into a partnership.
Finally, the growing urgency of S corporation conversions into partnerships-one strong enough to cause the Internal Revenue Service to unilaterally
promulgate check-the-box regulations 23 -underscores the need to promote
changes in the taxation of conversions as well.
Sound reasons, such as limited liability combined with the flexible passthrough of income and deductions to owners, induce corporations to convert into
LLCs. 3' Thus, horizontal equity-the concept that like taxpayers be treated
alike 23 -- dictates that corporations seeking to convert into partnerships be
treated the same as other businesses seeking to transform themselves, by granting
them the same nonrecognition granted to these other businesses. Horizontal
equity also dictates that this nonrecognition be granted on an absolute and
repeated basis, and not just once, as the two proposals in the area have suggested.
While a corporation that has converted into an LLC cannot convert directly into
an LLC again, it might convert back into a corporation and then seek LLC status
a second time. Transformations such as corporate reorganizations and partner-

233. See generally Richard L. Doemberg & Fred S. McChesney, On the Accelerating Rate and
Decreasing Durability of Tax Reform. 71 Minn. L. Rev. 913 (1987) (examines types of bargains
struck when tax legislation is enacted); Bittker & Lokken, supra note 40,
1.2.6 (discusses
retroactivity of tax laws).
234. See generally Binker & Eustice, supra note 46, 3.14 (discusses sales v. I.R.C. § 351).
But see I.R.C. § 267 (1997) (losses between related parties may be disallowed).
235. See generally McKee et al, supra note 46, 4.06[2].
236. See supra note 109.
237. See supra text accompanying note 105.
238. See generally Bittker & Lokken, supra note 40, 1 3.1.4.
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ship-to-corporation conversions are not limited- in number; why should
corporation-to-partnership conversions be so limited?
If Congress regulates corporation-to-partnership conversions, it could do so
by somehow taxing the accumulated profits of the business during conversion or
by granting nonrecognition to the conversion. Taxing profits is a recurring theme
in the Code and so taxing profits during the course of this type of conversion is
attractive. But taxing profits does not occur in the abstract. Congress has already
carefully honed schemes for taxing profits, set forth in subchapters C, K, and S of
the Code, and a corporation's profits are taxed as it makes a nonliquidating
distribution, not as it liquidates or otherwise continues its business in another
form. 239 Furthermore, taxing profits is not inevitable. Congress could have, but
chose not to, tax profits in corporate liquidations, even though these profits would
otherwise escape taxation because the corporation would no longer engage in
business. That Congress permitted shareholders to escape taxation on their profits
as profits (i.e., as dividends) when their corporation liquidates suggests that it
should take no less harsh a course in corporation-to-partnership conversions.
Instead, granting nonrecognition seems to be the more natural course for
Congress to follow. Business transformations usually signify a change in, but also
a continuation of, a business; e.g., as a corporation or partnership is formed or as
a corporation engages in a reorganization. A liquidation also might lead to a
continuation of a business because, for example, a shareholder may simply decide
that she will run her business through a proprietorship instead of a corporation, but
a liquidation also may reveal a cessation of business, alone among all other types
of transformations.24 ° Converting a corporation into a partnership contrasts with
a liquidation because the business will continue. Thus, nonrecognition is the
appropriate model for taxing corporation-to-partnership conversions. 4'
If gain and loss realized in corporation-to-partnership transformations should
not be recognized, what form should the statute permitting nonrecognition take?
That topic is addressed in the next section of this article.
C. LegislativeScheme for ConvertingCorporationsinto PartnershipsWithout
Recognition of Gain or Loss
Simple statutes could be designed to enable a corporation to convert into a
partnership without recognizing gain or loss. The broad scheme-linking
nonrecognition with a basis designed to compel later recognition of previously

239.

See supra Section 1I.B.

240. Corporations or partnerships may cease to do business, but devices exist for taxing them
if they should terminate. See, e.g., what activities lead to atermination of apartnership under I.R.C.
section 708(b)(l)(A), discussed in McKee et al., supra note 46, 12.02, and of a corporation under
§§ 331 and 332, discussed in Bittker & Eustice, supra note 46, 10.02.
241. Implicit in calling for nonrecognition is rejection of the California bar committee's desire

to use conversions to raise revenue. While using taxes to raise revenue isalaudable goal, equity and
fostering business transformations dictate nonrecognition.
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untaxed gain or loss-is established firmly enough elsewhere in the Code to be
used here as well. Beyond that, a variety of choices are presented. For example,
transfers to corporations entail some type of control by the transferor after the
transformation, whether Section 351 or the reorganization provisions surrounding
Section 368 apply. 2 Transfers to partnerships do not require that the transferor control the partnership after the exchange. Which is the more apt analogy as
a corporation is transformed into a partnership? How should debt be dealt with?
Corporate transformations handle debt in one mode and partnerships in
another. 243 And what type of "common law" should surround the transformation once nonrecognition for the transaction has been enacted into law?
1. Nonrecognitionand Attendant Basis
While nonrecognition must be provided to a corporation as it converts into
a partnership, the problem for a corporation converting into a partnership lies less
in the conversion into a partnership than it does in the termination of a
corporation. In other words, the present structure ofthe Code accommodates the
conversion into a partnership. Section 721 and the attendant basis sections that
compel later recognition of an amount theoretically equal to currently unrecognized gain or loss-Sections 722 and 723-would account for creation of a
partnership by former shareholders of a corporation, just as they presently
account for creation of a partnership from any other route.
On the other hand, the termination of a corporation is a taxable event. A
statute must be enacted that endows the termination of a corporation with
nonrecognition. In a sense, this battle was lost-rightly-when the statutory
traces of General Utilities were repealed in 1986 as corporate distributions to
shareholders of appreciated property became recognition events, whether or not
made during the course of a liquidation. But conversions cannot be effected until
some exception is carved out for corporations converting into partnerships. At
the very least then, distributions of corporate property must be a nonrecognition
event if the distributions are associatedwith the corporation's transformation into
a partnership. Therefore, a statute must be enacted that grants nonrecognition to
a corporation as it ceases to exist pursuant to becoming a partnership. Perhaps
this itonrecognition event could be defined as those modes by which a corporation converts into a partnership under state law; e.g., if the partnership44 is an
LLC, by transferring its assets to an LLC or by merging into an LLC.1

242. See supra Section IV.C. In addition to the broad scheme set forth below, some other issues
presented by the conversion of corporations into LLCs are noted at McKee et al., supra note 46, T
2.02[5]. See also Monte A. Jackel & Glenn E. Dance, Elective Entity Conversions Under Proposed
Check-the-Box Regs, 78 Tax Notes 595 (1998) (same).
243. See supra Section IV.C, D.

244.

For General Utilities, see supra Section 111..2. For state law means of a corporation

convening into an LLC, see supra note 204.
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Should absolute proportionality of interests in the corporation and the
partnership be an element of the transformation to which nonrecognition would
be granted? If three equal shareholders become three equal partners, nonrecognition should not be disputed. But what if one of the shareholders became less
than a one-third partner (and one or both of the others, perhaps, became more
than a one-third partner), or what if one of the shareholders, while continuing to
"own" something valued at one-third of the partnership's value, acquires
differing interests in the capital and the profits ofthe partnership (e.g., one-fourth
of the capital interests and two-fifths of the profits interest)?
The appropriate answer to the proportionality question is no; proportionality
should not be required, and the rationale for this answer lies in law already
surrounding the formation of partnerships. Current law offers great flexibility
to the organization of partnerships. Any exchange of property for a capital
interest in a partnership is a nonrecognition event, regardless of whether the
transferor of property owns one or fifty percent of the partnership's capital
interests thereafter." 5 Exchanges of services for partnership interests may be
taxable as well, depending upon whether the laboring partner receives a capital
interest (which is taxed) or a profits interest in the partnership (in which case tax
may ordinarily be avoided).' 6
What if a shareholder cashes out somewhat as she participates in the
conversion of her corporation into a partnership?. For example, she might
exchange her stock in a corporation for consideration, eighty percent of which
is a capital interest in a partnership and twenty percent of which is cash, debt,
or other property, exclusive of a partnership interest. The models by which to
measure her cashing-out include: (1) the liquidation provisions, which would tax
her on all consideration received, less her basis in the stock, and are therefore
unacceptable;(2) Section 351, regarding incorporation; and (3) the reorganization
provisions surrounding Section 368. Section 351(b) would simply tax this
shareholder on the amount of cash or other boot she has received. 7 In
contrast, the reorganization provisions, specifically Sections 354 and 356, would
tax her to the extent she has cashed out, as capital gain or as ordinary income,
if the distribution had the effect of a dividend. Because the reorganization
provisions deal with the transformation of a business from the corporate form,
if only into another corporate form, while Section 351 addresses entry into the
corporate form of doing business, the reorganization model seems to be the most

245. See supra note 178.
246. See supra note 188. See also McKee etal., supra note 46, 4.01[4] (person who
contributes property to partnership in exchange for partnership interest and boot recognizes gain in
the part-contribution, part-sale).
247. See supra note 130. Gain isrecognized under I.R.C. section 351(b) by reference to the
boot attributed to each asset transferred pursuant to the section. See Rev. Rul. 68-55, 1968-1 C.B.
140. Thus, if the asset transferred was a capital asset, the transferor recognizes capital gain; if it was
not, then she has ordinary income.
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appropriate model for taxing a shareholder who cashes out as her corporation
converts into a partnership."'
The only other transformation of a C corporation into a pass-through entity
that currently does not trigger recognition of gain or loss is the transformation
of a C into an S corporation. As Congress repealed the statutory traces of
GeneralUtilities in 1986, it enacted and imposed the Section 1374 tax on an S
corporation's built-in gains out of concern that C corporations might convert into
S corporations in order to avoid the corporate level tax now imposed on a
corporation's distributions of appreciated property. 4 9 To what extent should
Section 1374 or a similar provision's reach be extended to conversions of
corporations into partnerships?
One possibility, of course, is that Section 1374 is yet another example of
Congressional overkill, and is far more complex a solution than the problem deserves. 5 But assuming that Congress does not simplify or eliminate Section
1374 in the near future, should this law somehow be extended to cover corporate
conversions into partnerships? At this point, a greater distinction can be drawn
between conversions of C and S corporations into partnerships. A stronger case
can be made for applying a Section 1374-type statute to the conversions of C
than S corporations because avoidance of corporate level tax occurs whether the
conversion is into an S corporation or into a partnership. In both cases, the passthrough entity is not taxed at all, much less on its distributions of appreciated
property. 5 In both cases, a pass-through entity has received appreciated
property from a C corporation. Therefore, the partnership should be taxed when
it disposes of its property with built-in gain just as much as it would if it were
an S corporation.
In contrast, an S corporation that converted into a partnership should not
compel application of a Section 1374-type statute to the S corporation's built-in
gains. Corporate-level tax never would have been imposed on the S corporation;
therefore, no purpose was served by imposing Section 1374 or a tax like Section
1374 on the partnership and its built-in gains. 52

248. See Clark v. Commissioner, 489 U.S. 726, 109 S. Ct. 1455 (1989) (IRC § 302(b)
redemption test used to determine whether distribution of boot had effect of a distribution of a
dividend under § 356(aX2)).
Implicit in this article's assumption of the propriety of a corporate, as opposed to a partnership,
transformation model is rejection of the anti-abuse statutes imposed on partnerships. A review of
these statutes by the ALl is mentioned, supra note 124.
249. See supra note 71.
250. Cf.Bittker & Lokken, supra note 40, 95.6.6 (simple solution to corporate level tax
rejected).

251. A partner istaxed on appreciated property distributed to her only when she sells it; she can
be taxed on a distribution only if it is in excess of her basis in the partnership and only if it is a
distribution of cash. See supra notes 80-82.
252. See also Treasury Department Proposal, supra note 225, which would tax built-in gains

currently as an S corporation converts into a partnership. A somewhat more difficult question is
presented by the conversion of an S corporation that formerly was a Ccorporation into apartnership.
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Some argument can be made against imposing a Section 1374-type tax on
a partnership that formerly was a corporation. This Section 137 4 -type tax
contradicts the scheme for taxing partnerships that has been carefully thought
through and become Subchapter K of the Code. Furthermore, the risk that a
partner would somehow abuse the partnership form of doing business by selling
appreciated property distributed to her by the partnership exists even if the
propeity did not come to her from an entity formerly taxed as an S corporation.
Overall, however, a better case can be made for imposing a Section 1374-type
tax, especially on partnerships that once were C corporations. Therefore, such
a tax should become part of the nonrecognition available to corporations that
convert into partnerships.
The Corporate Tax Committee of the Tax Section of the State Bar of
California has suggested that corporation-to-LLC conversions be permitted, in
part, "if requirements similar to those imposed on" a Type F reorganization are
met.2 " In some ways, this suggestion is laudable. For example, if all a
corporation does in a Type F reorganization is to reincorporate elsewhere (e.g.,
in another state), there is likely to be a strong or even a complete identity among
the shareholders of the old and new corporations.2 4 It might be deduced that
the committee was trying to establish a similar identity among the shareholders
of a corporation and the members of the LLC that it became. As the preceding
discussion reveals, however, a more sophisticated approach can be taken to
corporation-to-partnership transformations than merely adopting principles
similar to Type F reorganizations. In other words, the F reorganization is too
broad a tool to wield against corporation-to-partnership conversions.
2. Taxing the FormerCorporation'sProfits
How should the profits of a corporation be taxed as it converts into a
partnership? This question actually breaks down into two questions because
there are two types of corporations: C and S corporations.
If a C corporation converts into a partnership, the possibility exists that it
has not yet distributed all of its profits. Only those profits distributed from the
corporation's "earnings and profits" are taxed to the shareholders. 3 ' A C
corporation's shareholders should not be permitted to avoid the tax imposed on
these profits just because their business has changed into another form. For
example, if it had become an S corporation, distributions in excess of the
corporation's earnings as an S corporation (i.e., its accumulated adjustments

Presumably, a device similar to I.RC. section 1374(c)(I), which treats "an S corporation any
predecessor corporation ... as I corporation" could be used to treat the partnership and its
predecessor corporations as one, thereby insuring that the partnership would be taxed on its built-in
gain.
253. See supra note 217.
254. See supra note 218.
255. See supra notes 48-51;
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account) would reach back into the earnings and profits pool in order to tax the
shareholders on the corporation's earnings and profits generatedby its former life
as a C corporation. 56 It would be easy enough to apply a similar model to C
corporation shareholders who convert their stock into interests in a partnership.
Other alternatives, such as taxing these people with their newly-acquired
partnership interests on these profits immediately, are possible, but because
Congress has chosen not to tax S corporation shareholders immediately on the
corporation's former C corporation earnings and profits, it would not be fair to
tax partners more quickly. Indeed, the appropriate partnership tax model would
be to lower a partner's basis in property distributed to her by the partnership, so
that if and when the partnership distributes an amount of money to her that
exceeds her basis in the partnership, she is taxed. 2" Using a similar model
here would be more appropriate than taxing her immediately. In any case, some
type of deferred taxation, such as that permitted by an accumulated adjustments
account for a partnership or by lowering a partner's basis in her partnership
interest, would be more appropriate than taxing her immediately.
If an S corporation converted into a partnership, there would be less need
for taxing the partners on the S corporation's profits. The former shareholders
should have been taxed as the S corporation earned its profits; after all, the S
corporation is a pass-through entity. If it already were taxed, then no profits
should remain to be taxed as the S corporation converts into a partnership. In
this case, there should be no problem.
3. The Role of Debt
Debt has an impact upon transformations, regardless of whether it is recourse
or nonrecourse debt. For example, in corporate organizations, Section 357(a)
insures that the transferor's shedding of liabilities does not compel her
recognition of gain or loss by refusing to treat the discharged debt as boot.2s
Discharge of indebtedness, however, ordinarily is income to a taxpayer. 9 such
that the transferor's release from liabilities should have some effect on her and
that effect occurs under Section 358(d), which compels her to have a lower basis
in the stock she has received without recognizing gain such that her subsequent
sale of stock should lead to more gain or less loss at some later point in
time.26°
In reorganizations, discharge of debt can occur in a variety of manners. In
reorganizations involving the disposition of the target corporation's assets,
Section 357 is again invoked in order to permit the corporation that discharges

256.
257.
258.
259.

See I.RC. § 1368(c) (1997).
See supra note 83.
See supra note 166.
Compare I.RC. §61(a)(12) (1997) (discharge of indebtedness is income) with L.R.C. § 108

(1997) (exclusions of certain types of discharge of indebtedness from gross income).
260.

See supra note 167.
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its debts to avoid recognizing any gain or loss. Similarly, Section 358(d) would
compel the target corporation to have a lower basis in the transferor's stock and
property it has acquired, although the stock and property would ordinarily be
distributed immediately by the target. 26 ' A shareholder also might dispose of
debt-specifically "securities" (which is generally regarded to be long-term
debt)" 6'-in a reorganization; these securities would be debt of a corporation
involved in the reorganization, the target corporation. Her disposition of these
securities does not trigger her recognition of gain or loss unless the securities she
disposes of exceed the amount of securities she receives in the reorganization
from the acquiring corporation.23

Finally, when a partnership is organized, debt has one of several impacts. If
a partner becomes burdened with debt-if, for example, she becomes responsible
for twenty-five percent of the partnership's $1,000 recourse debt because she is a
twenty-five percent partner in a general partnership-Section 752(a) treats this as
her contribution of cash to the partnership, such that her basis in her partnership
interest will increase by $250.26' On the other hand, if she is relieved of debt
during the course of a contribution to apartnership-if, for example, she no longer
is responsible for $1,000 of recourse debt-then Section 752(b) treats her as
receiving a distribution of cash from the partnership. Under Section 73 l(a), she
would recognize gain only if the amount of this putative distribution of cash
exceeded her basis in her partnership interest. 65 This distribution also would
decrease her basis in her partnership interest under Section 733.2'

Which is the best model for the treatment of debt for a corporation
converting into a partnership? Clearly, as contributions are made to the
partnership, Section 752 should be applied.267 If the partnership is an LLC,

261. The target usually distributes such items, either because it is merged into the transferor
under state law in a Type A reorganization, see supra note 159, or because it liquidates in a Type
C reorganization, I.R.C. § 368(aX2XG) (1997).
262. Debt which matures in less than five years has considered to be too short a time period in
order to characterize the debt as a security, while a maturation date of at least ten years has been
considered to establish a security. See Bittker & Eustice, supra note 46,1 12.41(3].
263. See I.R.C. § 356(d) (1997).
264. See supra note 179.
265. See supra note 83.
266. The text can be illustrated with the following example.
Example. Individual A is a 25% partner in a general partnership. A's basis in her
partnership interest is $1,600. A contributes property to the partnership that issubject to
$1,000 recourse debt. As a result of her contribution, she is relieved of the debt and
simultaneously becomes responsible for one-fourth of the debt. Her basis becomes $850.
If A's basis in her partnership interest were less than $750, then some portion of the net
distribution-the amount by which $750 exceeds her basis-would also constitute a taxable
distribution of cash.
267. Consider this example.
Example. Individual A is a 25% shareholder in Corporation X. A's basis in her stock is
$1,600. Xcontributes property to the partnership that is subject to $1,000 recourse debt,
and A becomes aone-fourth partner. As a result of X's contribution, it is relieved of the
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then the debt must be treated as nonrecourso debt because a member in an LLC
is not liable for the entity's obligations. 68
The model is less clear for taxing a shareholder in the corporation actually
transformed into the partnership. The-treatment provided for in a Section 351
transaction, in which a transfer is made to a controlled corporation, is not quite
apt because, again, it involves the formation (or continuation) of a corporation
as opposed to its ultimate disappearance. The shareholder is not receiving debt
in lieu of an interest in the corporation, which is the situation most analogous to
her receiving debt of the partnership.
Instead, the reorganization provisions provide a stronger anchor from which
to reason. Part of what prompts a shareholder to be taxed as she receives more
corporate debt than she surrendered is her cashing-out. If she transfers stock
worth $10,000 and takes back stock worth only $7,500, she has cashed out
$2,500 regardless of whether she received debt or cash totaling $2,500. Thus,
it would be more appropriate to tax a shareholder to the extent that she receives
or is allocated debt of the partnership that 26is 9 greater than the debt in the
corporation which, indirectly, she surrendered.
4. A Road Not Taken: Only Taxing a Business' Profitsand Termination
Extending nonrecognition to corporate conversions into partnerships (or
proprietorships) is not inevitable. Another possibility--one this author rejects in
closing the article-would be to tax businesses only as they earn profits or as
they terminate. For example, a corporation's profits could be taxed to it and to
its shareholders as the corporation's earnings and profits are distributed to them.
A statute could be drafted so that no mid-life transformation is taxed, perhaps by
granting nonrecognition to whatever gain or loss a party to such a transaction
realizes. If necessary, a transaction that is not a distribution of profits and is not
a liquidation might be described as a distribution, for example, from a corporate
trade or business or a corporation's actively-conducted trade or business. After
all, such terms are already defined by the Code and might be grafted onto this
new scheme."0

debt and A simultaneously becomes responsible for one-fourth of the debt.
Under these facts, A's basis in her partnership interest should become $850. $850=$1,600 original
basis-l.R.C. section 752(b) deemed distribution of cash and concomitant decrease in basis + $250
Section 752(a) deemed contribution of cash and concomitant increase in basis.
268. See supra text following note 39. In the example in the preceding note, A would be liable
for the LLC's debts (if the partnership were an LLC), according to her share of the LLC's profits.
In that example, the result would be the same regardless of whether the debt is recourse or not
because A is a one-fourth partner in the partnership's profits and in its economic risk of loss. If A's
interests in these items varied, however, then the nature of the debt could make a difference.
269. It stands to reason that other provisions that deal with even more sophisticated questions,
such as original issue discount, which arises under I.R.C. section 1273(a) when the stated redemption
price of debt exceeds its issue price, could be imported into this area as well.
270. See I.R.C. §§ 162 and 355(aXl)(C), (0)(1997).
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In some ways, such a scheme is intriguing. The law would recognize that
which is already the case: profits are taxed, liquidations are taxed, and mid-life
transformations, now extended to a business that leaves its corporate state of
being to become another type of entity, are not taxed. The benefit of the
proposal, set forth in part V.C. of this article, is that it more accurately describes
current law. There might be a simplicity to accurately labeling non-taxing midlife transformations as not taxing any transformation made by a trade or business
or an actively-conducted trade or business. The cost, however, would be that
more changes would be required to be made to the Code. In other words,
granting nonrecognition to parties associated with corporations converting into
partnerships (or proprietorships) is less intrusive. It would more fully close the
circle of taxing business transformations.
VI. CONCLUSION
Different types of business entities serve different purposes. Persons engage
in business in one of these forms for particular reasons, some of which are
prompted by business considerations, and some of which are prompted by the
effect ofthe federal income tax. Carefully-honed schemes have been constructed
in the Code to tax these businesses. For example, a C corporation is taxed on
its profits and so are its shareholders as~those profits are distributed to them. A
C corporation is not taxed, nor are parties associated with it, as it is organized
or engages in a reorganization. It and its shareholders, however, are ordinarily
taxed as it liquidates. Similarly, detailed rules govern the taxation of S
corporations and partnerships.
Increased use of one type of entity, LLCs, seems likely, and it also seems
likely that this increased use will be accompanied by a decreased use of S
corporations. Currently, corporations are taxed as if they have liquidated when
they convert into LLCs. Such a result leads to awkward devices to permit the
attractive S corporation-to-LLC conversion. It would make more sense if these
conversions-indeed, if all corporation-to-partnership conversions-were not
taxed. Therefore, the Code should be amended in order to permit such
conversions to occur without the corporation or its shareholders recognizing gain
or loss. Were that done, the mechanisms for taxing businesses already in place
could accommodate the change and the circle of taxing business transformations
would be more fully closed.

